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THE FuTuRE DESIGn
ConTEST
Time is running out to enter
the Create the Future
Design Contest, an exciting
challenge - sponsored by
Mouser Electronics - to engineers and students worldwide to create the next great
thing. Mouser, the industry’s new product introduction
leader, is once again partnering with valued suppliers
Intel® and Analog Devices in sponsoring the 15th annual
contest, produced by Tech Briefs Media Group, an SAE
International Company. The deadline to enter is July 1.
The grand prize winner receives worldwide recognition
and a cash prize of $20,000 for an innovative product that
benefits society and the economy. Previous contests have
produced more than 12,000 design ideas from engineers,
entrepreneurs, and students in more than 100 countries.
“Fostering technical innovation has always been a major
part of our mission at Mouser,” said Kevin Hess, Mouser
Electronics Senior Vice President of Marketing. “We are
very excited to again participate in this important event for
engineers and students around the world.”
“Mouser is known for supporting innovation among engineers as well as providing unparalleled service to its customers,” said Joseph Pramberger, President of Tech Briefs
Media Group. “We are very happy to once again partner
with Mouser and its suppliers, Intel and Analog Devices.”
Last year’s grand prize winner was Hyliion, a Pittsburghbased transportation company that developed a hybrid
electric technology for semi-trailers. Hyliion's system
adapted the trailer portion of the tractor-trailer combination to use regenerative braking to capture power, saving
more than 30 percent on fuel and decreasing emissions by
10 percent.
The Create the Future Design Contest brings attention
to product designs that enhance quality of life, improve
the efficiency and quality of healthcare, or help to
reduce dependence on nonrenewable energy sources.
Previous grand prize-winning entries include an economical rapid screening device to prevent food-borne illness
and a wheelchair propulsion system designed to
increase the user’s mobility while decreasing upper
body repetitive strain injuries.
The contest was launched in 2002 by the publishers of
Tech Briefs magazine to help stimulate and reward engineering innovation. The grand prize winner will be chosen from the winners in seven entry categories:
Aerospace and Defense, Automotive/Transportation,
Consumer Products, Electronics/Sensors/IoT, Machinery
/Automation/Robotics, Medical, and Sustainable
Technologies. For more information, go to
www.mouser.com/createthefuture.
Mouser Electronics | www.mouser.com
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

CONTEST

WIn A MICRoCHIP BM64
BLuETooTH AuDIo
EVALuATIon BoARD

Win a Microchip BM64 Bluetooth Audio Evaluation Board (BM-64EVB-C2) from Electronica Azi International.
This board enables easy development with Microchip’s new IS206X of
SoC devices and modules which offer Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) capability. uniquely engineered for speakers, headsets and gaming headphones, the IS206X flash-based platform offers flexibility and powerful
design features, allowing audio manufacturers to easily incorporate wireless connectivity in streaming music and voice command applications.
The BM64 Bluetooth Audio Evaluation enables the user to evaluate and
demonstrate the functionality of the BM64 Class 2 stereo audio module. The BM-64-EVB-C2 includes an integrated configuration and programming interface for plug-and-play capability, and also has status
LEDs which enable rapid prototyping and faster time to market.
Along with the BM-64-EVB-C2, software tools and applications are provided to demonstrate the Bluetooth connections to the on-board BM64
stereo audio module and to optionally configure or program it.
Microchip's highly-integrated module solutions are self-contained, lowpower, and fully-certified for designers seeking to develop wearable or
IoT devices without any Bluetooth Low Energy IP Stack or RF experience.
The BM64 EVB has two uSB ports that can be connected to the host PC
using a micro-uSB cable. other BM64 Bluetooth Audio Evaluation
Board features include:
• Based on the fully-certified Bluetooth 4.2 BM64 Class 2 stereo audio
module
• Powered by a PC host using the micro-uSB cable or by connecting a
Li-Ion battery
• Built-in 3W Class-D stereo audio amplifier
• Built-in near Field Communication (nFC)
• Stereo audio output for high-quality audio
• Easy access to I/o pins
• Connection and data status LEDs

For your chance to win a Microchip BM64 Bluetooth
Audio Evaluation Board, visit:

www.microchip-comps.com/eaziin-bm64blue
and enter your details in the online entry form.
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EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS

on the

pulse
by Zhang Feng, engineer
Microchip Technology

A pulse oximeter is a non-invasive medical
device that monitors the oxygen saturation
of a patient’s blood and heart rate. Such a
device can be created using analogue
devices and digital signal controllers.
The history of oximeters dates back to
1935 when German physician Karl Matthes
developed the first two-wavelength ear
o2 saturation meter. In the early 1940s,
American physiologist Glenn Allan Millikan
invented the first portable pulse oximeter.
Today’s devices can measures the peripheral oxygen saturation (Spo2) of a human’s
blood based on the red 600 to 750nm light

Zhang feng from Microchip
shows how to make a pulse
oximeter using analogue devices
and digital signal controllers
and infra-red (850 to 1000nm) light
absorption characteristics of oxygenated
haemoglobin (Hbo2) and deoxygenated
haemoglobin (Hb).
A highly accurate pulse oximeter can be
implemented using analogue devices and
digital signal controllers, such as Microchip’s
dsPIC family. Figure 1 shows how they work.

OPERATION
The pulse oximeter flashes the red and
infra-red lights alternately through a finger
to a photodiode. Hbo2 absorbs more
infra-red light and allows more red light to
pass through. on the other hand, Hb
absorbs more red light and allows more
infra-red light to pass through.
The photodiode receives the nonabsorbed light from each LED. This signal is
inverted using an inverted op-amp and the
result, as shown in Figure 2, represents the
light that has been absorbed by the finger.
The pulse amplitudes (Vpp) of the red and
infra-red signals are measured and converted to Vrms to produce a ratio as given by
• Ratio=(Red AC Vrms/Red DC)/(infra-red
AC Vrms/infra-red DC)

Figure 1
function block diagram of pulse oximeter.
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The Spo2 can be determined using the
ratio value and a look-up table that is made
up of empirical formulae. The pulse rate is
calculated based on the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) sample number and
sampling rate.
The look-up table is an important part of
the system. These tables are specific to a
particular oximeter design and are usually

DSCs & MCUs

infra-red LED and a photodiode. The LEDs
are controlled by the LED driver circuit.
The red and infra-red light passing through
the finger are detected by the signal conditioning circuit and are then fed to a 12bit
ADC module of the microcontroller, where
the percentage of Spo2 can be calculated.
A dual-spot analogue switch driven by two
PWM signals from the microcontrollers
turns the red and infra-red LEDs on and off
alternately. To acquire the proper number
of ADC samples and have enough time to
process the data before the next LED turns
on, the LEDs are switched on and off according to the timing diagram shown in Figure 3.

The signal received from the first-stage
amplifier passes through the high-pass filter,
which is designed to reduce the background
light interference. The output of the filter is
sent to the second-stage amplifier with a gain
of 22 and a DC offset of 220mV. The values
for the amplifier’s gain and DC offset are set
to place the output signal level of the gain
amplifier into the microcontroller’s ADC
range. The output of the analogue signal
conditioning circuit is connected to the ADC
module of the dsPIC digital signal controllers.
one ADC sample is taken during each LED’s
on-time period, and one ADC sample is
taken during both LEDs’ off-time periods.
Figure 3
Timing diagram.

based on calibration curves derived from
many measurements of a healthy subject at
various Spo2 levels.
CIRCUITS
The Spo2 probe used in this example is an
off-the-shelf nellcor compatible finger clip
type, which integrates one red LED, one

The LED current and intensity are controlled by a 12bit digital-to-analogue converter driven by the microcontroller.
There are two stages in the signal conditioning circuit – the transimpedance amplifier and the gain amplifier. A high-pass filter is placed between the two stages. The
transimpedance amplifier converts a few
microamps of current generated by the
photodiode to a few microvolts.

Taking advantage of the powerful digital
signal processing engine integrated in the
digital signal controllers, a digital FIR bandpass filter in implemented to filter the ADC
data. The filtered data are used to calculate the pulse amplitude. Digital filter code
can be generated using Microchip’s digital
filter design tool.
The FIR bandpass filter has a 500Hz sampling frequency, 1 and 5Hz passband frequencies, 0.05 and 25Hz stopband frequencies, Kaiser FIR window, 0.1dB passband ripple, 50dB stopband ripple and
513 filter length.
CONClUSION
This article has shown how to build for
evaluation and development purposes a
pulse oximeter using analogue devices and
digital signal controllers. The Spo2 and
pulse rate data can be sent to a computer
through a uART port with the PICkit serial
analyser. The serial port setting is 1152008-n-1-n. The pulse signal can be plotted
using an application such as Microchip’s
generic serial data display GuI. The data
can also be sent to a Wifi or Bluetooth
modules via the uART port.

Figure 2
Real-time red and infra-red pulsation signals captured by an oscilloscope.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Microchip Technology
www.microchip.com
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nEW SEnSoRS AnD PoWER
ICS FRoM ALLEGRo
MICRoSySTEMS EuRoPE
At the PCIM Europe 2017 Exhibition (Hall 7 stand 441), Allegro
MicroSystems Europe featured its extensive range of sensor ICs
for position, angle and speed sensing, current sensors, motor
drive ICs and power devices for lighting applications, including a
number of new products.
Being previewed at the exhibition is the A5931 motor driver IC;
a 3-phase sensorless BLDC fan driver IC that incorporates sinusoidal drive to minimise audible noise and vibration. Also scheduled for release in the near future is the A5932; a 3- phase, sensorless brushless DC fan controller that is designed to drive
external n-channel power MoSFETS. It incorporates 180°sinusoidal drive with sensorless commutation to minimise vibration
and eliminate the requirement for Hall sensors for server fan
applications.
new current sensor products include the ACS780xLR; a fully
integrated linear current sensor IC in a new coreless package
designed to sense AC and DC currents up to 100 A. The automotive-grade, low-profile (1.5 mm thick) sensor IC package has a
very small footprint. The Hall sensor technology also incorporates common-mode field rejection to optimise performance in
the presence of interfering magnetic fields generated by nearby
current-carrying conductors.
The latest addition to Allegro’s position sensor offering is the
APS13568; an integrated circuit that acts as a magnetically actuated light switch by combining an ultrasensitive, omnipolar, micropower Hall-effect sensor switch with a linear programmable current
regulator providing up to 150 mA to drive high brightness LEDs.
The omnipolar Hall-effect switch provides contactless control of
the regulated LED current, which is set by a single reference resistor. This highly integrated solution offers high reliability and ease
of design compared to a discrete solution.
Also new is the ATS605LSG, which provides a single IC solution
to rotational position sensing applications with a ferrous gear
target. The SG package incorporates a rare earth pellet for ease
of manufacturing, consistent performance over temperature,
and enhanced reliability. Three Hall elements are incorporated
to create two independent differential channels. These channels
are processed by the IC which contains a sophisticated digital
circuit designed to eliminate the detrimental effects of magnet
and system offsets. Hall differential signals are used to produce
a highly accurate speed output and, if desired, provide information on the direction of rotation. This device is optimised for a
variety of applications requiring dual-phase gear speed and
position signal information or simultaneous high-resolution gear
speed and direction information.
other new products include the ALS31000; a unidirectional linear Hall-effect sensor IC with an analogue output in a miniature
low-profile surface-mount package; and the A4450 buck-boost
controller with integrated buck MoSFET.
The Allegro display also included live demonstrations of applications for Allegro’s latest products including current sensors, a
joystick based on an angle sensor, and a motor driver.
Allegro MicroSystems, llC | www.allegromicro.com
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3-phase Motor Drive as

InTELLIGEnT
MICRoSySTEM
AVAILABLE AT
CoDICo
Drive design and motor actuation systems call for a detailed basic knowledge in working
with electric motors. And in this context, account has to be taken in particular of the
issues of commutation, motor regulation, sensor systems for the rotor position, and the
connection of the motor control system to a number of different interfaces.
Typically, however, the core skills required
of manufacturers of equipment and systems
who integrate electric drives into their products lie on a much higher abstraction plane.

Someone who is developing blood analyzers, for example, has outstandingly good
skills in the fields of image processing or
reagents, while the movement of probes

TMCC160 Diagram
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and sensors is simply a necessary evil. Either
the drive technology is bought in as a readyto-use module, or the skills required are
worked up in-house, which tends to detract
from the focus on the core task.
This means that drives must be capable of
integration in the simplest possible manner, in the form of hardware and software
building blocks which come ready to use, in
whatever products may be involved, without a detailed know-how of motor actuation and control being a prerequisite for
the product developer.
The newly presented TMCC Motion Cookie
series from Trinamic addresses precisely this
requirement. This is a microsystem with integrated driver hardware, application software and protocol stacks, which means that
design and development cycles can be
shortened to a bare minimum.
In addition to the integrated application
processor, on which the field-oriented regulating unit, a ramp controller, and the proto-

INTEllIGENT MICROSYSTEM

TMCC150 Screenshot

col stacks are executed, the TMCC160 also
features a high performance gate driver with
a gate flow of maximum ±1A, which means
that it can reliably and rapidly control nchannel power switches for 3-phase control
systems, with a power rating from a few tens
of Watts to 1kW at 24V supply voltage. In
order to reduce the total number of components required, an integrated switching controller provides the voltage to the module
and other digital components in the system.
For rapid design-in, the TMCC160-EVAL is
available as a validated reference design.

The reference design is divided into individual easily adaptable design blocks.
Available as a basic block is the TMCC160
motionCookie, together with a perfect
example of an output stage and the circuitry required for this, for current measurement for a motor power of up to 500W.
Circuitry units for bus communication via
RS232, RS485, or CAn, as well as for analog
and digital control signals are available as
delimited building blocks which can easily be
adopted into the developer’s own design.
one of the key development aims was to

reduce development times and costs for
embedded servocontrollers to the minimum necessary, and for that purpose a
field-oriented control unit is implemented
onto the motionCookie microsystems,
together with the superordinate speed
and position controllers.
With the TMCL-IDE, available at CoDICo,
developers now have a powerful tool at
their fingertips for quick implementation
and parameter setting of the control system.
As a supplement to the TMCL protocol,
later members of the motionCookie family
will also be on offer with industry standard
protocol stacks such as CAnopen or
CAnopen over EtherCAT (CoE).
If you are interested in Trinamic’s products, please contact the following persons:
Ivan Mitic – Tel: +43 1 86305 194
e-mail: ivan.mitic@codico.com
Johannes Kornfehl – Tel: +43 1 86305 149
e-mail: johannes.kornfehl@codico.com
www.codico.com

www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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XMoS announces XVF3000 voice processor
for integrated far-field voice capture and
VocalFusionTM Speaker development kit
XVf3000 devices and development kits target voice-enabled speakers
XMoS Ltd (www.xmos.com), a leading supplier of voice solutions for IoT products,
announces the launch of the XVF3000 family of voice processors, which provide classleading far-field voice capture using arrays
of MEMS microphones. With optional support for Sensory’s TrulyHandsfree™ technology, the industry’s leading voice-trigger
solution, the XVF3000 family provides the
most flexible and cost effective always-on
voice interface in a single device.
XMoS also announces the availability of
the VocalFusionTM Speaker development
kit (XK VF3100 C43), which includes an
XVF3000 processor card and a 4-mic circular microphone array. This kit provides a
quick way to start developing far-field
voice capture applications.
“Today is a very significant day for XMOS.
We’re
introducing
XVF3000
and
VocalFusionTM Speaker as the first in a range
of voice capture products. Based on our
powerful and flexible xCORE microcontroller
architecture, XVF voice processors open up
new possibilities for designers looking to
deliver high performance voice capture in a
very cost-effective form factor,” said Mark
lippett, CEo at XMoS. “We’re excited to
be at the forefront of the revolution driven
by products like Amazon Echo and Google
Home, which have shown the possibilities for
voice interfaces. We are working worldwide
with customers and partners to accelerate
12
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the adoption of voice as the interface of
choice for the Internet of Things.”
XVF3000 devices include speech enhancement algorithms that include an adaptive
beamformer, which uses signals from four
microphones to track a talker as they move,
coupled with high performance full-duplex,
acoustic echo cancellation. XVF3000
devices can be easily integrated with an
applications processor or host PC via either
uSB for data and control or a combination

of I2S and I2C. Developers can quickly add
custom voice and audio processing using
the XMoS free development tools.
XVF3000 devices are available immediately from XMoS, and the VocalFusionTM
Speaker development kit will be available
in July 2017. In the meantime, developers
can register for early access to our Beta
program and download further information at: www.xmos.com/xcorevocalfusion
XMOS | www.xmos.com
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The long-Term Evolution of the
Internet of Things
Standfirst: As LTE (Long Term Evolution) technology evolves to address the needs of a
more connected world, the cellular landscape surrounding it grows increasingly complex.
Diﬀerent countries and carriers have adopted diﬀerent technologies and bands in their
eﬀorts to bring LTE to IoT, resulting in significant market fragmentation. These rifts and
complexities will require product creators to take strategic approaches to future-proof
their IoT devices. Some of these strategies include the utilization of eSIM, pin-compatible
and multi-band modules, and MVNO/IoT platforms.
by: Will Hart, GM of Developer Tools, Particle & Patty felts, Product Manager Cellular, u-blox
Although the Internet of Things has
received a lot of news coverage as of late,
the practice of adding connectivity to
machines is nothing new. network operators have been offering GSM-based connectivity modules for many years, and cellular connectivity has a proven track record
of success across a wide range of applications. What makes the Internet of Things
revolutionary is not the idea of device connectivity itself, but its widespread application. In the very same way, LTE stands to
revolutionize IoT not in essence, but in
scale. LTE’s low cost, low bandwidth, and
low power consumption will allow for IoT
applications which were either not possible, or not economically viable, in the past.

And with the number of internet-connected devices projected to reach over 50 billion by 20201, LTE is likely to become a
definitive technology in the development
of the Internet of Things.
But for product creators currently deploying
solutions based on legacy networks, the
jump to LTE involves both opportunity and
risk. In the race to implement (and define)
the future of LTE, countries, carriers, and
hardware manufacturers have embraced a
variety of different cellular technologies and
bands. As a result, the LTE landscape has
grown increasingly fragmented and complex.
Despite these challenges, the transition to
LTE appears all but inevitable. Therefore,
the onus has fallen largely upon product

figure 1
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

creators to take flexible, strategic approaches future-proof their IoT devices.
THE fUTURE Of CEllUlAR
Sending data wirelessly is fundamental to
IoT applications. It has been ever since the
very first 2G cellular modules were added to
assets to help reduce servicing costs. The
data received could include things like stock
levels (in vending machines), evidence of
tampering (in payment kiosks), or hours of
use (in manufacturing equipment). Data
could also include simple functions such as
taking an asset in or out of service, alerting
an operator that a fault had been reported,
or delivering over-the-air updates.
As the roll-out of LTE networks continues, a
much wider range of applications will
become possible. Applications with more
varied data demands, such as video, audio
and control telemetry, will drive demand
for more connections that are reliable, flexible and power efficient.
Today, many IoT devices are deployed in
remote locations and depend on battery
power to operate. These distributed applications require much more power-efficient
chipsets and modules, but relatively modest bandwidth requirements. Here, too,
LTE holds the key to connectivity.
Currently, LTE is being positioned to support IoT applications by dedicating
‘resource blocks’ to low-bandwidth IoT traffic, through what are referred to as
“Categories”. Most notably, IoT will employ
LTE Category M1 for Machine-Type
Communications (known as LTE-MTC, LTEM or LTE Cat M1), as well as nB-LTE-M and
nB-IoT (NB stands for Narrowband).
15
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The categories targeting IoT traffic require
significantly less complex chipsets, which
means two things — lower operating
power (enabling ultra-low power nodes
such as smart sensors and actuators), and
lower cost (allowing for a wider and more
diverse range of applications). Part of the
way this is achieved is through using lower
(in terms of 3G) bandwidths, which makes
them even better suited to IoT applications in which data exchange is limited.
fRAGMENTATION IN THE CEllUlAR
lANDSCAPE
Product creators first getting started with
cellular connectivity face several formidable
obstacles. The cellular landscape, which was
historically simplified by roaming agreements and fixed sets of supported bands, is
set to become much more complicated with
LTE. Product creators will have to contend
with the planned (but not always publicly
revealed) retirement of existing 2G/3G networks, as well as the international fragmentation of LTE standards and bands.
Many, but not all, carriers have already
announced plans to retire their 2G networks
within a decade. And as more investment
capital is directed toward LTE, the future of
3G networks has also come into question.
At the same time, operators are facing challenges of their own in the way of customer
retention. Supporting customers moving to
LTE will involve understanding the complex
relationship between chipset vendors,
module makers and carriers.
The cellular landscape has always been
subject to (and complicated by) regional
variations; and, unfortunately, that is
unlikely to change with LTE. In the past,
product creators have been able to rely on
roaming agreements for international compatibility. With the advent of LTE, however, fragmentation in the bands used by various carriers will render these types of
roaming agreements impossible. Some are
seeing this as a sign that product creators
may need to start serving as their own
MVnos (Mobile Virtual Network Operators)
and establish place direct agreements with
carriers. Far from fueling innovation, these
issues may prove to be discouraging, or
outright debilitating, barriers to market
entry. Each carrier agreement could take
many months to negotiate and be subject
to its own terms of service, pricing, and
data volumes. Reselling this as a service will
present further challenges for manufacturers
acting as MVnos.
16
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Some enterprising companies are addressing this emerging problem, by creating IoT
platforms that take the burden of connectivity off of product creators. These platforms aim to combine the advantages of
MVnos with the resourcefulness of cloudbased service providers.
INTERNATIONAl PRODUCT COMPlEXITY
In the field of cellular communications, there’s
never just one, universal standard. This has
caused product creators lots of headaches
over the years, but in the case of LTE for IoT,
the lack of a gold standard may be justified.

existing cellular towers, while the latter will
require a software upgrade and new radio
hardware. These realities will only serve to
further divide carriers along geographic and
technological borders. In the u.S., Canada
and Mexico, for example, LTE-M1 has
become the norm. Meanwhile in Europe,
China, and Southeast Asia, nB-IoT is favored.
For product creators wanting to sell in multiple markets, these inconsistencies will
require the production of either two product ranges, or a product range that can support both categories. Either way manufacturers will incur additional costs

figure 2

figure 3
That’s because neither LTE-M or nB-IoT can
be supported seamlessly. Migrating to the
former will require a software upgrade to

THE ADVENT Of eSIM
Another innovation that is expected to
impact MVnos, is the embedded SIM

IoT APPlICATIONS

(eSIM). Put simply, an eSIM allows hardware
to be carrier-neutral, enabling the hardware to be switched in the field or provisioned after shipping. Some in the industry
believe the eSIM will help build cooperation between MVnos and thereby
improve supply-chain efficiencies.
The eSIM is expected to be integral in the
global roll-out of LTE-IoT devices, as it will
allow products to be shipped with ‘blank’
SIMs that can then be activated in the country of destination. This will make it easier for
product creators to develop and offer new
products in different market segments.
THE REAlITY Of lTE
The types of applications currently being
targeted by LTE-M and nB-IoT developers
are sensors and actuators; devices that will
require low data bandwidth and, potentially, low duty-cycles. This has led to the widespread misconception that smart sensors
and actuators will be able to operate for
many years on a single cell. In reality, the
longevity of remotely deployed smart sensors and actuators will depend upon the
requirements of the specific use case. See
the infographic below for a typical use case.
MANAGING RISK AND REWARD
Chipset and module manufacturers are now
working closely with platform providers to
harness the potential of LTE for IoT.
Despite the complexities associated with
LTE, forward-thinking product design and
stack selection can mitigate the risks associated with product development and
increase RoI. To future proof IoT products,

creators must consider hardware solutions,
eSIM, and MVno/Data platforms.
understanding the limitations of hardware
is critical. For example, a dual-mode
modem may seem like the best option for
global coverage in single product range,
but it will likely add a great deal of unnecessary cost. A better approach would be to
adopt a module that offers footprint/pinout and software compatibility for all variants. That way, a single product design can
be used across a variety of markets by simply swapping modules. (See Figure 1).
To overcome the costs and challenges
associated with complex roaming agreements, some product creators are now
turning to a novel alternative— third-party
IoT/MVno platforms. These platforms are
making implementation easier for product
creators by eliminating the need to negotiate carrier agreements across an increasingly complex global market.
IoT/MVno platforms built on dedicated
hardware are proving to be invaluable
means for product creators to get their
projects to market and scale more easily.
These platforms provide the infrastructure
required to transmit, manage, and protect
data all the way from device to cloud.
CONClUSION
There is a long history of using cellular
modules to add connectivity to assets. But
in the past, economic and technological
limitations have made the widespread
application of cellular connectivity unfeasible. LTE technology -- due to its low cost,
bandwidth, and energy consumption --

stands to remove those barriers, and make
possible a multitude of new and innovative
IoT applications.
However, the road to that new reality is not
without its challenges. Market fragmentation
caused by the global adoption of many different technologies and bands has already
significantly complicated the transition to
LTE. And as the roll-out progresses, new,
unforeseen challenges are likely to emerge.
For example, a key incompatibility between
Radio System Software created by Huawei
and Ericsson has already threatened the
future of nB-IoT -- the technology which has
been chosen by European Carriers for IoT2.
Within this landscape, solutions such as
eSIMs, footprint/pin-out and software compatible cellular modules, and full-stack
IoT/MVno platforms seek to provide flexibility in the face of uncertainty.
Sources:
www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/ac79/docs/
innov/IoT _IBSG_0411FINAL.pdf
2.)
www.lightreading.com/iot/nb-iot/ericsson-huaweiincompatibility-threatens-nb-iot---sources/d/d-id/
732345
1.)

About the authors:
Patty became Principal
Product Manager for
u-blox in March 2017
and is responsible for
the LTE Cat M1 (R4
Series) product portfolio. Previously, she acted
as Director Product
Management, PMP, at u-blox San Diego for
nearly five years. Patty holds a Bachelor of
Chemical Engineering from Georgia Institute of
Technology and a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) from St. Edward’s
university.
Will serves as the General
Manager for Developer
Tools and has spent over
four years at Particle
bringing IoT solutions
from initial prototype to
mass production. He
oversees Particle’s supply
chain and developer
tools ecosystem, and is responsible for taking all
new concepts and prototypes through rigorous
production engineering, quality assurance testing, and final assembly. He also manages
Particle’s components, manufacturing relationships, and distribution logistics to meet the high
demand for Particle’s innovative products. He has
a B.E. in Mechanical Engineering from the Thayer
School of Engineering at Dartmouth College.

figure 4
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The Human Touch

How Superior Sensor Technology is Proving Instrumental
in Making Robotic Movement More Graceful
by: Mark Patrick, Mouser Electronics

We’ve all seen robotic dancing, where us humans try to mimic the stilted and often rather
clumsy movements that we associate with the androids seen in sci-fi films. This perception
of robotic movement stems from imperfect control systems in which the feedback lacks
the precision to halt motion until it reaches a set position or an end-stop. But it needn’t
be like this and indeed it isn’t what is in fact witnessed by factory robots that glide eﬀortlessly
around assembly lines or warehouses with a fluidity of movement that humans can’t even
replicate. Similarly, the sophisticated robotic tools used by surgeons and scientists would
have little value if their precision didn’t at least match the skill of their operators.
So, whether it is a robot arm in a factory, a
robotically-guided vehicle or something
akin to the robots anticipated by science
fiction, with arms, legs and animated faces,
it is the precision with which the control
feedback loop operates that will deliver
the sylphlike movement and positioning
accuracy needed for today’s demanding
applications. In turn this precision depends
on a network of sensors to detect tilt, rotation, acceleration, shock, vibration and
proximity. Advances in sensors based on
micro- electromechanical system (MEMS
technology now provide solutions to all
these requirements.
ACCElEROMETERS MEASURE TIlT
Tilt is generally understood to be a measurement of angle relative to a reference
plane or axis, as in the tilt of the Earth. In
robotics, tilt is used to determine the position of a robotic arm. This can either be in
a two-axis plane, with a rotation measurement providing any third axis position
information that may be required, or
implemented as a full 3-axis measurement.
Where tilt angles are measured directly,
e.g. at the joints of a robot arm (as shown in
Figure 1), instructing the robot to move the
tip of its arm to the desired X-y coordinates requires use of complex inverse kinematics equations to calculate the signals
needed to drive the joint motors to
achieve that position. Accelerometers provide an alternative approach to measuring
18
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tilt, where these sensors determine a
change in direction of the acceleration due
to gravity. This feature will be familiar to
anyone who has a smartphone that incorporates low-g MEMS sensors to change the
phone’s screen orientation when it is rotated. This works fine provided the robot arm
is only subject to the static acceleration due
to gravity (i.e. within a range of ±1g) and
not affected by the arm hitting an object or
coming to the limit of its travel, which could
result in a larger signal.
For simple tilt sensing in two dimensions, a
2-axis accelerometer can be used to provide pitch and roll detection. However, this
is only really suited to applications where
the X-y operating plane is parallel to the
Earth’s surface, i.e. perpendicular to the
force of gravity, otherwise the tilt measurement sensitivity is reduced.
3-axis accelerometers, such as the
ADXL345, from Analog Device Inc. (ADI)
avoid this limitation and can provide a full
three-dimensional tilt-sensing solution.
While this device offers resolutions of ±2g,
±4g, ±8g, and ±16g, for tilt-sensing, it is
advisable to use the ±2g range, as this provides the highest accuracy when measuring
tilt acceleration due to gravity, which is ±1g
(or half of its 13-bit range).
GYROSCOPES MEASURE ROTATION
Rotation or angular motion occurs in
robotics when an arm or other tool, such as
a drill or screwdriver, rotates around a single

axis. Measurement of rotation may also
complement dual axis tilt measurement to
provide full three-dimensional positioning
and can also overcome a limitation of 3 axis
accelerometers, encountered when the
rotation is around the Z-axis that is perpendicular to the Earth. In this situation, there is
no movement in the X-y plane so these
axes will measure 0g, while the Z-axis will
continue to measure the full gravitational
force of 1g so there will be no change in
accelerometer readings.
A MEMS gyroscope is a type of sensor
specifically designed to sense rotation by
measuring the movement of a very small
micro-machined mass moving within the
rotating sensor (see Figure 2) due to the
Coriolis Effect.
Gyroscopes are characterized by their
range and sensitivity so it is important to
select a device with the right specification
for a given application. Its range is the
fastest rotational speed, in °/sec, that can
accurately be measured. Sensitivity is the
output change, in mV, at a given speed and
is measured inmV/°/sec. The 16-bit resolution FXAS21002C from nXP is a yaw, pitch
and roll angular rate gyroscope with an
adjustable full-scale dynamic range covering ±250°/s to ±2000°/s. This compact (24lead QFn package), low-power (2.7 mA in
active mode) device can measure angular
rates of up to ±2000°/s, with output data
rates reaching 800Hz. An angular rate sensitivity of 0.0625°/s is supported when at
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±2000°/s. Its integrated low pass filter
allows the host application to limit the digital signal bandwidth. Both I2C and SPI
interfaces are featured.
STMicroelectronics’ 16-bit I3G4250D 3axis digital output gyroscope exhibits
strong stability at zero-rate level and maintains consistent sensitivity over temperature and time. users can select the full scale
that best matches their specific needs ±245/±500/±2000°/s. As well as the sensing
element, the device also incorporates all
the necessary sensor interface technology.
Measured angular rate is supplied through
its SPI interface (with an I2C interface
option also available). An operational temperature range spanning -40°C to +85°C is
supported.

using its proprietary iSensor technology,
the ADIS16266BCCZ from ADI has an
extensive 360Hz bandwidth. This device
can be used to measure high speed rotational movement through its ±14,000°/s full
scale performance. It has automatic and
manual bias correction controls.
ACCElEROMETERS
AlSO MEASURE SHOCK
In considering accelerometers for tilt measurement, it was noted that tilt measurements assume no other acceleration due to
shock, such as the rapid deceleration that
would be experienced by a moving robot
arm suddenly brought to a halt by hitting
another object. Such a shock can clearly be
detected with ease via an accelerometer,

but will most likely exceed the ±1g range of
a tilt accelerometer, depending on where
the accelerometer is located, i.e. it would
be higher for a sensor at the end of a robot
arm than one close to its body.
Another difference in the operation
required from accelerometers used to
detect shock rather than measure tilt is that
they need to respond quickly. In the same
way that the accelerometer in the hard
drive of a laptop computer needs to park
the drive head within milliseconds to avoid
damage to the surface of the disc, the
accelerometer used to detect shock in a
robotic system needs to rapidly flag an
issue to prevent potential damage to the
robot or its immediate environment or,
worse still, injury to a person.

Figure 1: Tilt angle calculations required for positioning a robot arm.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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For this reason, the location of this
accelerometer needs to be carefully chosen and its output needs to be critically
monitored to ensure priority action.

Where a robot comes under the influence
of external forces the ability to detect
excessive acceleration or deceleration can
also be vital to ensuring safe operation.

USING MEMS SENSORS
TO DETECT VIBRATION
The detection of vibration in any machinery is often a matter of reliability and safety
since generally vibration is undesirable and
is most likely a symptom failing components or poor maintenance. For industrial
robots, monitoring vibration may be necessary to ensure safe continued operation
and, in the extreme, used to implement a
safety shutdown routine. MEMS-based
vibration sensors with embedded RF transceivers can provide a highly effective sensing solution via which to monitor and
record vibration in industrial environments.

SENSOR fUSION
As MEMS becomes more commonplace in
sensing systems, the opportunities for
employment of sensor fusion are set to
increase. Capturing data simultaneously
from numerous different sensors (e.g.
accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, pressure sensors, etc.), accompanied by appropriate digital filtering
algorithms, will allow engineers to mitigate
the shortfalls that any particular sensor
type exhibits when taken in isolation. This
will lead to improvements in operational
performance (in terms of accuracy, linearity, responsiveness and resolution) being

CONClUSION
Robotics applications have become ever
more demanding and the clunky, almost
comical actions of yesterday’s robotic systems are no longer acceptable. Smooth
and precise operation that balances
strength, delicacy and versatility is now
mandated- - and this requires advanced
sensors to provide the necessary feedback
for refined and safe control. MEMS technology offers the way forward, with
accelerometers and gyroscopes able to
measure tilt, rotation, vibration and acceleration. Through application of such
devices it will be possible to improved system performance and ensure ongoing
operational reliability, while also markedly
reducing the costs involved.
Mouser Electronics
www.mouser.com

Figure 2: The operation a MEMS gyroscope sensor (courtesy of Analog Devices).
SURPRISINGlY ACCElEROMETERS
AlSO MEASURE ACCElERATION!
The smooth motion of robots or robotic
arms involves acceleration and deceleration, i.e. the gradual increase and decrease
in speed (especially starting from or returning to rest).
A dedicated MEMS accelerometer can be
used to precisely detect and control this
behaviour ensuring that a robot can accurately approach and pick up an object and
then put it down carefully in exactly the
right place without damage. Robots that
can pick up and move raw eggs without
dropping or crushing them demonstrate
this capability.
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derived, while also combatting the issue
of sensor drift. In addition, reductions in
the bill-of-materials costs, overall power
consumption and the space that needs to
be allocated may potentially be benefited
from too.
In robotics, the combination of 3-axis
accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope sensing functions means that precise measurements of the angular velocity data can be
acquired when the system is moving and
the tilt angle can be determined with a high
degree of accuracy when the system is still.
Merging this data together will allow a
comprehensive overview of the robot’s
motion (covering pitch, roll, yaw, etc.).

Author:
Mark Patrick
Mark joined
Mouser
Electronics in
July 2014 having
previously held
senior marketing roles at RS Components. Prior to RS,
Mark spent 8 years at Texas Instruments in
Applications Support and Technical Sales
roles and holds a first class Honours
Degree in Electronic Engineering from
Coventry university.
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CHALLENGES
OF DESIGNING
AND HANDLING
LITHIuM-ION BATTERIES
By: Andreas Mangler,
Director Strategic Marketing
& Communications
Rutronik

Lithium-ion batteries are increasingly being used in a
wide range of applications. However, a number of
regulations and requirements must be strictly obeyed
when designing, handling, and distributing batteries.
Rutronik oﬀers comprehensive support and advice.

The market for lithium-ion batteries is
enjoying a high rate of growth – and for
good reason: Compared to other energy
storage solutions, they offer greater energy
density and voltage combined with smaller
footprints, more load cycles, and longer
lifespans. According to the Avicenne
Energy Analysis 2015, less than 10,000 t of
Li-ion cathodes were sold in 2000, but by
2014 this figure had increased to over
100,000 t. Market experts forecast a rise of
10% in terms of MWh between 2014 and
2025; other studies predict a similar
increase during the same period.
Smartphones, tablets, and portable PCs are
the main drivers, with the majority of manufacturers of plug-in hybrid and electric
cars now preferring Li-ion batteries.
Further target applications include all types
of electrically-powered vehicles, e.g. ebikes, e-scooters, e-boats, fork lift trucks,
lawnmowers, and wheelchairs, as well as
energy storage systems, photovoltaic backup systems, uninterruptable power supplies (uPS), medical equipment, electric
tools, and telecommunication applications.

high level of safety. Furthermore, they are
relatively cost-effective and available in the
same form factor for a long period of time,
meaning a technology upgrade is fairly fast
and easy. Samsung SDI has been the global
market leader for cylindrical Li-ion cells
since 2010. Its portfolio starts with models
that provide a maximum discharge current
of between 6A and 8A and whose nominal
capacity ranges from 2150mAh to
3450mAh. Vehicles such as e-scooters, golf
carts or lawnmowers require cells with a
capacity of 1800mAh to 3300mAh and a
charge voltage of 4.125V or 4.2V. Cells
designed for temporary peak currents of
up to 30A are available for applications
capable of delivering extremely high temporary discharge currents. Their capacity
rating goes from 2000mAh to 2950mAh.

CYlINDRICAl lI-ION CEllS
Cylindrical Li-ion cells are beginning to
play a central role in the industrial sector.
Their design, which includes a solid housing around each individual cell, ensures a

BATTERY PACK DESIGN
The cylindrical Li-ion cells are basically only
used in battery packs. They form the core
of the design. This is because the battery
cell determines the parameters and specifi-
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cations with which the system can operate
and which active and passive components
are required to ensure top system performance. Rutronik offers its customers
extensive help and advice when it comes to
selecting the ideal battery and other
required components and thus a unique
one-stop shopping experience.
The basic design of a battery pack is usually
always the same: Several cylindrical cells are
connected in parallel (P configuration)
and/or in series (S configuration). next to
this is the battery management system
(BMS). It has to be carefully coordinated on
the basis of an ultra-precise measurement of
the charge and discharge currents and the
cell voltage. The system typically includes a
coulometer, which precisely monitors which
electric charge (Q=I × t) flows into and out of

Cylindrical cells are used in numerous applications, and the upward trend is expected to continue.
the system during a specific period of time.
Ideally, each individual cell is monitored
within tight tolerances and specification
constraints in order to overcharging or
unwanted exhaustive discharge.

POWER SUPPlIES

A cell balancing system ensures that all cells
are conditioned equally as far as possible, so
that the upstream or downstream charging
and discharging processes of the individual
cells run as uniformly as possible.
An essential part of the BMS is temperature
management of the battery pack and the
individual cells. Since adherence to the
specified safe working temperature range of
a cell has a huge impact on the operational
safety, lifespan, and cycle stability of the cell
and thus the entire system. The implementation of temperature management is by no
means trivial. As temperature sensors can
only be fitted to the exterior of the battery
cell. However, they can only respond slowly,
as temperature increases inside the battery
are either detected with a certain delay or
insufficiently from the outside. Software
models for describing and analyzing the thermal conductivity of the cell are used to counteract this deficiency as much as possible.
At present complex impedances of the single cell are not measured in production
applications, such as to determine the state
of health as a means of predicting battery
life. In the long term, however, this will be a
primary function in every future BMS.
Impedance spectroscopy, by which the
impedance curve of the real and imaginary
internal resistance of the cell can be determined, is currently only implemented in the
laboratory with stationary measuring points.
This requires complex software algorithms
to model the impedance curve for comparison of the real analytical and measurement
data against the software model of the battery cell. Communication interfaces, usually
uART and CAn, but quite often Bluetooth,
complete the battery pack. The charge status can be read directly on the battery pack
thanks to LED bargraph displays.

for very specific applications. If they are
used in a different application or operated
in unacceptable conditions, both the battery and the application may be seriously
damaged. Strict adherence to specifications is thus imperative for everyone
involved in the design or handling process.
Battery manufacturers like Samsung SDI
therefore demand the comprehensive documentation of all product processes. This way,
customers can be sure of receiving original
products, manufactured and shipped to the
highest standards, which actually meet all the
requirements of the target application.
Document management includes dangerous
goods documents, manufacturer and product-specific documents as well as release
documents for the battery pack manufacturer or battery buyer. This means a vast number of certificates, confirmations, and contracts must be confirmed by both parties.
This ensures not only that the products conform to the stringent safety requirements
but also that the BMS designer works in strict
conformance to the agreed rules.
After selecting a specific battery with the
help and support of Rutronik FAEs and
product engineers, the customer is issued
what is known as a CET document. The customer uses this document to provide
detailed information about the application
and how the battery is to be used, including
the charge time period, maximum peak
current pulse, final voltage, etc. The customer must state a competent person and
their contact details. This person also has to
sign the statement. The company thereby
pledges to only use the batteries being purchased for the specified purpose. Without
this declaration, no transaction can take
place, because the information it contains is
provided for the safety of all parties, and is a
Design of a battery
pack with battery
management
system using an
e-bike pack from
Samsung SDI as
an example;
also available
at RUTRONIK
exclusively for
OEMs of e-bikes.

DElICATE TO HANDlE
Extensive knowledge and careful working
practices are decisive not only when
designing but also when handling Li-ion
batteries. As the cells have been designed
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

key element of risk management within the
battery business process.
Absolute confidentiality is of paramount
importance in this respect. nDAs (nonDisclosure Agreement) between Samsung

SDI and Rutronik as well as between
Rutronik and the customer are mandatory.
In addition to the actual quote, the customer also receives the data sheet, which,
just like the product use declaration (PuD),
must be signed as part of the contractual
commitment. The customer is additionally
provided with an MSDA (Material Safety
Data Sheet), which lists the safety requirements for the specific product in detail,
and the recycling documents.
SAfE SHIPMENT
Seeing as Li-ion batteries are classed as dangerous goods, the distributor is required to
comply with further laws and regulations.
The ICAo (International Civil Aviation
Organization)/IATA (International Air
Transport Association) stipulates that batteries being shipped must not be charged more
than 30% and that they must only be
shipped in limited quantities and separate
from other cargo. Correct handling is documented and risks arising from the product
indicated in specifically marked shipping
documents, Certificates of Conformity (CoC)
or dangerous goods information. Furthermore,
the safeguarding of end-to-end traceability
is essential. In this respect, Rutronik can rely
on a tried-and-tested system. A camerabased system simultaneously reads, records,
and archives all the label information and
recognizes and interprets all types of barcodes. Information about each individual
packaging unit can still be retrieved years
later thanks to a unique number. The central
management of all processes and the processing and archiving of relevant data and
documents are the basic prerequisites in the
global battery business. Standardization of
the process landscape across all continents is
particularly important for internationally
active customers. At Rutronik, all the
processes are fully IT based, thus ensuring
their correct execution at all times.
All documents and information
are saved in a central archive system and linked to the delivery
note level. Each and every
Rutronik branch office and subsidiary around the globe can
access this archive. This way, it is possible to
determine which product was where, when,
and why. This uSP is decisive for safeguarding the future of a company actively involved
in the global battery business.
Rutronik
www.rutronik.com
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ThE EFFICIENCy oF
DIrECT CoNvErSIoN IN
TELECoMS AND DATACoMS
Bob Cantrell, Senior Application Engineer
at Ericsson Power Modules, discusses some
of the advantages of directly converting
voltage from the 48V bus typically used in
telecom and datacom applications down to
the point-of-load voltages required by
onboard digital logic

Many years ago, power-distribution strategies in data centers and
telecom offices used multiple isolated full, half-, quarter- or eighthbrick converters to transform the 48VDC bus voltage typically used
in telecom, down to the required on-board integrated circuit (IC)
supply voltages. However, the 1990s brought in the concept of the
distributed power architecture, which further evolved to include
the introduction of the intermediate bus. Primarily designed to
save the cost and bulk of multiple isolated converters, the architecture comprises an AC-DC front-end power supply, an isolated
Intermediate Bus Converter (IBC) usually of an industry-standard
size such as a quarter brick or one-eighth brick, and on-board nonisolated Point-of-Load (PoL) converters.
To optimize transient response, these PoLs are positioned close
to the power pins of devices such as processors, FPGAs/ASICs,
memory and other ICs. In this architecture, the IBC down-converts
the nominal 48VDC from the front-end power supply to a 12VDC
rail that is distributed to the non-isolated PoL converters, which
convert the 12V input into regulated voltages as required by onboard ICs. These typically can range to below 1V as needed to
power processor or FPGA core logic. In addition, the use of ever
more advanced IBC modules provided a continual size and cost
reduction with the gradual move from one-quarter to one-eighth
to one-sixteenth standard-sized modules.
INCREASING TRAffIC AND POWER
The amount of data transferred through networks is increasing significantly thanks in part to the continued growth in mobile traffic.
According to the latest Ericsson Mobility Report, mobile data traffic
alone increased by 50 percent from Q3 2015 to Q3 2016 (see
Figure 1). This growth in data traffic is being driven by increasing
numbers of smartphone subscriptions and a continued rise in
24
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Figure 1: Growth of data traﬃc from Q3 2011 to Q3 2016
average data use per subscription, fueled primarily by consumption of video content. Between 2016 and 2022, smartphone traffic is expected to see a 10-fold rise, while total mobile traffic for
all devices is forecast to increase to eight times its current level.
Data centers and telecom offices are therefore coming under
enormous pressure to support the ever-increasing numbers of
subscribers and connections, while delivering increasingly dataintensive services with minimal latency. This has meant that the
peak power consumption of large motherboards has risen significantly above 1kW and is likely to push well beyond 3kW in the
coming years. As power consumption continues to rise, efficiency
is a growing focus for data center operators who are seeking to
control the spiraling power costs of servers and cooling systems,
and minimize their overall enterprise environmental footprint.
Energy prices can be expected to rise, meaning the cost to power
a large-scale data center could soon be greater than the cost of
servers and networking equipment.

POWER SUPPlIES

Figure 2: Conventional two-stage IBC + POl converter versus
a direct-conversion solution

[1]

Ericsson Mobility Report www.ericsson.com/mobility-report

ADVANTAGES Of DIRECT CONVERSION
The latest advanced converters are capable of offering typical
efficiencies of 95-96% for an IBC and 90% for a 12V-1V PoL at a
particular load. However, cumulative energy loss from both stages
of conversion can reduce the overall efficiency to approximately
86.4%. The alternative is to use a single converter to produce the
required IC supply voltage with an efficiency of 89% or above, for
the same load, thereby increasing overall conversion efficiency
(see Figure 2).
Another factor to consider is the reduction in I2R distribution losses.
The distribution of 48V DC for direct conversion at the point of
load means that the bus supplying the converter carries just 25%
of the current that would be required to deliver the same level of
power at 12V. This four-fold decrease means I2R distribution losses from the 48V source can be cut by a factor of 16.
Additionally, there is also a reduction in the amount of copper
required by the distribution of power. The reduction in I2R distribution losses will become increasingly important as total server
power continues to rise.
A third benefit is the saving of board real estate and reduction in
the cost of materials, electronics assembly and manufacturing.
Based on the latest technologies, a new direct 48V-to-PoL converter can be smaller in size than comparable conventional modules in quarter or eighth-brick sizes along with PoL converters. It
can also eliminate the need for high-current multiple and parallel
IBC quarter-bricks or eighth-bricks.
However, for highly complex or high-power systems, you will still
probably need for a reduced-power intermediate bus to power
low-current rails. But again, you’ll likely require an eighth- or a sixteenth brick- rather than a quarter-brick IBC converter will likely
be required, thereby saving additional board space.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

SINGlE-STAGE CONVERSION
The adoption of direct conversion, implemented using the latest
power technologies, is a growing trend in telecom and datacom
markets. Today, a new generation of highly compact and efficient
single-stage converters which will directly convert from 48V down
to logic, is being developed. These devices will be capable of supporting the low duty cycles required to convert from 48V to 1.0V,
while operating at a high switching frequency to ensure fast transient response and minimize reliance on decoupling capacitance
and magnetic components. Progress within the industry continues
on with the development of advanced scalable solutions.
Direct conversion solutions will not replace existing power distribution schemes overnight. new devices will enter into the market
alongside the IBC and PoL products currently used to power
boards from a few hundred watts up to 3kW or higher. The
expectation is that direct conversion will deliver the greatest efficiency gains in equipment at higher power levels. It can be used
to dramatically reduce loads in IBCs, for example, thereby
enabling designers to create smaller units and possibly even
enabling the use of eighth-brick or sixteenth-brick modules rather
than quarter-brick ones. This will be ideal for next-generation
high-current processors.
However, cost or legacy issues may determine the point at which
some equipment manufacturers consider implementing direct
conversion. The availability of direct-conversion and traditional
modules, side-by-side in the market, will provide designers with
the freedom to come up with hybrid architectures that combine
Intermediate Bus and Direct Conversion topologies to deliver the
best of both worlds.
SUMMARY
Distributing higher voltages, such as 48VDC, on motherboards
and converting directly to required PoL voltages brings a number
of advantages. These include higher efficiency, lower I2R distribution losses, as well as freeing up board space that would otherwise
be required by an intermediate converter.
In practice, cost pressure, combined with engineering constraints on
switching frequency, step-down ratio and transient performance,
have historically meant the use of the now traditional two-stage
topology to convert from a 48VDC input down to IC supply voltages.
But with the growing need to maximize energy efficiency and dramatically increase power density, by drawing on the latest power
technologies, direct conversion solutions can offer highly efficient
power-conversion architecture as well as board-space savings.
Ericsson Power Modules
www.ericsson.com
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MAkE yOuR VISION BECOME
TRuE WITH COMPEC
We always view the world through our customer’s eyes – and we’re constantly developing
new products and services which set new standards to help bring your design, build and
maintenance projects to life. Stock availability combined with fast and easy ordering and
free technical help demonstrates how we can make your job much easier.With thousands
of brands you know and trust, you can count on CoMPEC - authorized distributor of RS
Components for the best solution.
ARCOl HS50 SERIES AlUMINIUM
HOUSED AXIAl WIRE WOUND PANEl
MOUNT RESISTOR, 22Ω ±5% 50W

RECOM 4W DUAl OUTPUT EMBEDDED
SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPlY SMPS,
166MA, ±12V DC

RS Stock No: 158-345P

RS Stock No: 817-9826

50 Watt Aluminium housed power resistors which are manufactured to be compliant with the requirements of a MIL 18546,
IEC 115 and are RoHS compliant. To achieve the given maximum performance rating of this power resistor, it is designed to
be directly mounted on an appropriately matched heatsink and
mounted using a thermal compound.

The RAC04-C/230 Power Supply comes in an encapsulated PCBmount package style. This 4W Regulated AC/DC converter offers
universal input and High efficiency of up to 79%. The RAC04C/230 has a Maximum no Load ˂100mW with a 3.75kVac isolation. Ideal applications
of this encapsulated
power supply are in
home
automation,
board-level power supplies, instrumentation
systems and standby
applications. The Recom
RAC04/277 regulated
converter comes with a
three year warranty.

Technical specifications:
resistance:
Temperature Coefficient:
Dimensions:
Package/Case:
overall Width:
overall height:
Termination Style:
Series:
Minimum Temperature Coefficient:
Maximum Temperature Coefficient:
overall Length:
Power rating:
Tolerance:
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22Ω
±100ppm/°C
14.8 × 72.5 × 29.7mm
Aluminium housed
29.7mm
14.8mm
Axial
hS50
-100ppm/°C
+100ppm/°C
72.5mm
50W
±5%
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Technical specifications:
Input voltage:
Load regulation:
Line regulation:
Width:
Package Type:
Depth:
Length:
MTBF:
output voltage:
Number of outputs:
Minimum Temperature:
ripple And Noise:
Maximum Temperature:
Power rating:
Efficiency:
output Current:

80 → 264v ac
±0.5%
±0.2%
27.2mm
Encapsulated
17.1mm
36.7mm
500000h
±12vdc
2
-40°C
200mv Pk-Pk
+65°C
4W
78%
166mA

COMPANIES

SOlID STATE CONTACTOR, 3P,
24 VAC/DC, 7.6A, DIN RAIl MOUNT,
SCREW TERMINAl TYPE

SDDC SERIES 3.5MM PITCH STRAIGHT
PCB TERMINAl BlOCK, SKEDD,
SURfACE MOUNT, 2 WAY

RS Stock No: 822-9350

RS Stock No: 134-9377

Crydom DRC Series Solid State Contactors are intended for frequently switching on and off three phase loads up to 5 HP. They
are available in both contactor versions DRC3P and reversing contactor versions DRC3R. DRC3P are available in either instantaneous turn-on (for Motor Control) or zero voltage turn-on (for
Resistive Loads). DRC3R include an interlock control that allows
only off, forward and reverse operation in a safe mode: they
switch instantaneously upon
application of the control voltage
and when an instantaneous
change of direction is commanded they will delay the direction
change by 100m/sec in order to
prevent simultaneous forward
and reverse operations. This
unique solid state contactor can
start/stop a 3 Phase AC Motor at a
maximum switching frequency of
9000 cycles/hour. The reversing
option has dual control inputs.

SDDC series PCB terminal blocks that use the latest SKEDD plugin technology. These SKEDD terminal blocks have a double row
configuration making them ideal for high density PCB applications. SKEDD direct plug-in technology enables direct contact
and between the connector and the PCB without the need for a
plug and header combination. The SKEDD design enables the
contacts to have sufficient
force to create a gas tight connection on the PCB without the
need for any additional tooling. orange locking tabs on
each side of the terminal block
operate locking pins which
ensure a secure connection to
the PCB. These SDDC SKEDD
terminal blocks have screwless
push-in spring terminations for
the wire connection which
saves time and avoids the need
for extra tooling.

Technical specifications:
operating Temperature range:
Pole and Throw Configuration:
Width:
Mounting Style:
Terminal Type:
Load Current:
Dimensions:
Supply voltage:
Normal State Configuration:

-30 → +80 °C
3P
86.71mm
DIN rail Mount
Screw
7.6A
45.31 × 86.71 × 96.02 mm
24 vac/dc
3No

Technical specifications:
Type:
Gender:
Width:
voltage rating:
Length:
Termination Method:
Color:
Current rating:

SKEDD
Female
14.3mm
400 v
13.5mm
Plug In
Green
8A

Series:
Mounting Type:
Number of Contacts:
Number of rows:
Body orientation:
Pitch:
Depth:
Material:

SDDC
Surface Mount
2
2
Straight
3.5mm
17.6mm
Polyamide

IlS IlH-S501-DEBl-SC211-WIR200, DURIS S5
POWERSTAR CIRCUlAR lED ARRAY, 1 BlUE lED
RS Stock No: 111-3730
This family of LED PowerStars from
Intelligent LED Solutions (ILS) come in various colours. They feature a single DuRIS 5
LED from oSRAM opto Semiconductors.
With a footprint of just 3 × 3 mm, the DuRIS
S 5 LEDs are compact with a bright light output. PowerStars are made using an aluminium substrate with 200 mm wires as standard.
An ecosystem of accessories, for example
lenses and heatsinks, are available too.
Product Applications:
Decorative lighting, Task lighting, Entertainment
lighting, Spot lights, Downlighter Retail lighting.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Technical specifications:
outer Diameter:
Connection Types:
Typical Luminous Flux:
Number of LEDs:
LED Colours:
Base Material:
Current rating:
Series:
voltage rating:

20mm
Flying Leads
420 mW
1
Blue
Aluminium
200mA
DUrIS S5 PowerStar
6.25v

For more information about the products
please access: www.rsromania.com

Aurocon Compec
www.compec.ro
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BRIDGETEK ASSISTS EMBEDDED SySTEM DESIGn WITH MCu, HMI & I/o
EXPAnSIon HARDWARE
With the objective of helping both the maker community and professional engineers too, Bridgetek continues to add new hardware
to its highly popular Cleo smart display platform. Compatible
with both the Cleo35 3.5-inch and Cleo50 5-inch TFT formats,
the CleoIo-Shield is an input/output expansion shield that connects directly on to the nero system controller board. It provides
the Cleo system with greater interfacing capabilities - covering
analog, digital, I2C, SPI and uART. The additional I/o functions
made available by this shield can be connected through either the
Cleo’s Arduino uno interface, a MikroBus header or the Groveuniversal 4pin connector option, as deemed appropriate. The
new shield (which measures 70mm × 53mm × 21mm) comes with a
collection daughter boards as part of package, thereby offering
engineers a variety of different functions that can be easily integrated into their design. A rotary potentiometer module, a temperature/humidity sensing module, a voltmeter module, a light
sensing module and a microphone module are all comprised. In
addition, an FM radio functional block plus a 4-pin to 2-pinx2
speaker cable are included too.

scape and portrait viewing modes. Dimmable backlighting and
audio amplifier (capable of driving a 1W speaker) functions are
incorporated. Thanks to their built-in uSB-to-SPI bridging technology, these modules act as uSB peripheral devices and are thus
straightforward to access from a PC or any other form of uSB host.
Bridgetek | www.brtchip.com

Bridgetek has also introduced 2 more development modules for its
award-winning Embedded Video Engine (EVE) graphics controllers. The ME812Au-WH50R and ME813Au-WH50C have
resistive and capacitive touchscreens respectively. Each of them
also features a 5.0-inch 800 × 480 pixel resolution TFT display (with
a bezel for the ME812Au-WH50R version), supporting both land-

LATTICE SEMIConDuCToR InTRoDuCES uLTRA HD WIRELESS
SoLuTIon To DELIVER BLu-RAy QuALITy VIDEo
Lattice Semiconductor Corporation, the leading provider of customizable smart connectivity solutions, today announced an ultrahigh-definition (uHD) wireless solution to deliver Blu-ray quality
video for broad market applications. using the MoD6320-T and
MoD6321-R wireless video modules based on Lattice’s SiBEAM
60 GHz technology and the Sil9396 HDMI 2.0 video bridge
device, Lattice is the first to bring to market a 4K wireless video
solution that transmits in the 60 GHz band, ensuring robust, low
latency video transmission free from interference.
The new wireless reference design provides a high bandwidth,
wireless audio/video interface compatible with the HDMI standard for in-room applications in a range of markets including medical and industrial.
“With video displays reaching ever higher resolutions and particularly
with 4k uHD becoming the expected viewing experience, we strive to
provide our customers with the technology to properly transmit these
images at low latency without interference,” said C.H. Chee, senior
director of marketing at Lattice Semiconductor. “Our new wireless
reference design combining 60 GHz technology with our HDMI video
bridge device enables the robust distribution of high-quality video
content in 4k resolution without the inconvenience of cables.”
28
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Key advantages of 60 GHz wireless technology include:
• Visually lossless and near-zero latency video transmission
• up to 4K resolution
• Robust to RF interference
• Seamless and easy installation process in the home or
enterprise environment
• Supports latest HDCP 2.2 for the secure distribution of content
lattice Semiconductor | www.latticesemi.com

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

nEW MoST® TECHnoLoGy InTELLIGEnT nETWoRK InTERFACE
ConTRoLLER EnABLES DAISy-CHAIn CoMMunICATIonS In
The newest MoST150 Intelligent network Interface Controller
(InIC) from Microchip Technology Inc. enables automotive manufacturers and tier one suppliers to incorporate Media oriented
Systems Transport (MoST®) networks in a daisy-chain configuration in addition to a ring topology. With a daisy-chained network,
a single cable segment is sufficient to connect two adjacent devices
in the network, reducing cables and connectors for the back channel on each network connection. It also eliminates the return wire
connecting the last node of the network to the first. This reduces
wiring and component count resulting in lower system costs as well
as potential weight savings that can impact Corporate Average
Fuel Economy (CAFE) goals and other fuel efficiency regulations.
using Microchip’s oS81119 InIC allows customers to simplify the
network architecture of automotive in-vehicle infotainment systems by using integrated coaxial physical layer (cPHy), optical
physical layer (oPHy), daisy-chain topologies or creative hybrid
combinations. Customers currently using MoST150 systems can
also rapidly migrate to new topologies or daisy-chain additional
nodes with little hardware and software redesign.
Besides an integrated cPHy, a uSB 2.0 high-speed user interface is
also part of the oS81119 InIC. This integration further reduces
system component count, driving down overall costs. Time to market can be improved when using the uSB standard and corresponding standardized MoST Linux® Drivers. Additionally, utilizing an

open-source Linux operating system and drivers for the oS81119
helps customers reduce costs. By using the standard Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs), customers can also minimize the
risk of application issues. MoST technology is the choice of many
automobile manufacturers and tier one suppliers for in-vehicle
networking. It specifically targets infotainment and telematics
applications such as smart antennas, head units, amplifiers, digital
clusters, rear seat entertainment, Advanced Driver-Assistance
Systems (ADAS), driver/passenger information systems and public
transportation infotainment and information systems.
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com

LATEST PIC32 FAMILy InCREASES PERFoRMAnCE WHILE REDuCInG
PoWER ConSuMPTIon
Microchip announces a new family of eXtreme Low Power (XLP)
technology 32-bit microcontrollers (MCus). The PIC32MX1/2 XLP
family offers current PIC32MX customers an easy migration path
to achieve higher
performance
at
much lower power,
enabling
both
increased functions
and longer battery
life in portable
applications.
The PIC32MX1/2
XLP family increases performance in
small
pin-count
devices with little
code rework for existing customers.
Microchip’s XLP technology is designed for wearable technology,
wireless sensor networks and other smart connected devices and
offers low current operating modes for Run and Sleep, where
extreme low-power applications spend 90 to 99 percent of their
time. XLP technology will enable Sleep and Deep Sleep shutdown states on the PIC32MX1/2 XLP devices, enabling Deep
Sleep currents down to 673 nA. The devices offer over 40 perwww.international.electronica-azi.ro

cent higher performance than the existing PCI32MX1/2 portfolio
while reducing average run currents by 50 percent.
The PIC32MX1/2 XLP family offers a range of memory configurations with 128/256 KB Flash and 32/64 KB of RAM in packages
ranging from 28 to 44 pins. They also include a diverse set of
peripherals at a low cost including I2S for digital audio, 116
DMIPS performance for executing audio and advanced control
applications, a 10-bit, 1 Msps 13-channel ADC and serial communications peripherals. The PIC32MX2 series also supports uSB
Device, Host and oTG functionality.
In addition to the hardware peripheral features, the series is supported by Microchip’s MPLAB® Harmony Software Development
Framework, which simplifies development cycles by integrating
the licence, resale and support of Microchip and third-party middleware, drivers, libraries and RToSs. Specifically, Microchip’s
readily available software packages such as Bluetooth® audio
development suites, audio equalizer filter libraries, decoders
(including AAC, MP3, SBC), sample rate conversion libraries and
uSB stacks will rapidly reduce the development time of digital
audio, consumer, industrial and general-purpose embedded control applications. The PIC32MX1/2 XLP family is designed to work
with Microchip’s MPLAB Harmony, which offers access to software
support for digital audio and Bluetooth applications.
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com
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FLAT AnD PoWERFuL
A flat design and high graphics performance is absolutely necessary
for machine building or HMI terminals. Both have been consistently
implemented in the tKIno-uLT3 Mini-ITX board (170x170m) from
ICP Deutschland. The small mounting depth of 27.6mm is the result
of a soldered SoC, an integrated case fan in the heat sink, horizontal
oriented RAM sockets and flat connectors. The tKIno-uLT3
derives its performance from an Intel® Core® i3, i5, i7 or Celeron®
on-board SoC of the Skylake uLT series. It can be equipped with up
to 32GB DDR4 So-DIMM memory. Due to a HDMI 1.4, a HDMI+DP
combo port as well as a LVDS/eDP (optional), three independent
displays with a resolution of 4K uHD can be activated. By use of the
eMMC 5.0 port the storage capacity can even be doubled
(max.32GB), if required. For expansion there are two full-size PCIe
Mini Card slots (mSATA support and one SIM-holder) and one PCIE
x4 slot available. The interaction of on-board SIM-holder and additional 3G module enables the accomplishment of remote management and configuration tasks. Four internal RS-232 and two RS232/422/485 interfaces offer developers maximum freedom of
design in order to connect peripherals such as scanner and camera
in confined space. Even for extreme temperatures from -20°C to
+60°C and fluctuating input voltage (9VDC~36VDC) the tKInouLT3 is suitable.

Applications:
• Machine Building
• HMI terminal
• Digital Signage
ICP Deutschland GmbH | www.icp-deutschland.de

MICRoSEMI DELIVERS ACuEDGE DEVELoPMEnT KIT FoR AMAZon
ALEXA VoICE SERVICE
Microsemi Corporation announced its AcuEdge™ Development Kit
for Amazon Alexa Voice Service (AVS). The Microsemi AcuEdge
Development Kit for Amazon AVS delivers enhanced audio processing to improve voice recognition rates in adverse audio environments for emerging human to machine (H2M) applications in the
internet of things (IoT), industrial internet of things (IIoT) and automated assistance markets. The kit is designed to enable third party
developers and original design manufacturers (oDMs) to evaluate
and incorporate Alexa functionality in H2M applications, while interfacing with the Microsemi Timberwolf™ ZL38063 multi-mic audio
processor. Microsemi’s Timberwolf is a field programmable, field
upgradable digital signal processor equipped with specific hardware
accelerators to run three simultaneous acoustic echo cancellers
(AECs). Its AcuEdge Development Kit for Amazon AVS comes complete with a development board that connects directly to a
Raspberry Pi and plastic frames to help position microphones and
speakers in targeted applications. It also enables users to speed
development of their products by utilizing the quick start guide and
user interface. Microsemi’s Timberwolf is enabled with
compressor/limiter/ expander (CLE) microphone pickup algorithms,
beam forming, and stationary and non-stationary noise reduction,
enabling voice control and speech recognition not only from a distance but also in the presence of adverse noise and audio sounds.
The complete kit features a Timberwolf evaluation board, which is
populated with two microphones capable of operating in both 180
degree and 360 degree audio pickup modes. The evaluation board
is equipped with the Raspberry Pi connector, which allows for quick
and easy setup. Additionally the kit is delivered with a board and
speaker stand allowing users to quickly evaluate the performance of
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the solution. While the Raspberry Pi runs the Amazon AVS client
and Alexa wake word detection, the Timberwolf solution runs all
front-end audio processing enabling significantly improved speech
recognition accuracy. The signal processing technology implemented by the Timberwolf audio processor includes:
• noise reduction
• Beam forming
• Barge-in support
• CLE mic pickup
• Full duplex two-way audio
• Stereo acoustic echo cancellation
• Direct mic interface as well as Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and
Inter-IC Sound (I2S)/time-division multiplexing (TDM) connection to
the Raspberry Pi.
Microsemi | www.microsemi.com

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

MICRoCHIP EXTEnDS EXTREME LoW PoWER PIC32MM
MICRoConTRoLLER FAMILy
Microchip announces new PIC32MM “GPM” microcontrollers
(MCus). These eXtreme Low Power (XLP) MCus feature large
memory in small packages to provide ample battery life for
space-constrained applications. With the inclusion of several
connectivity options, Core Independent Peripherals and featurerich development boards, the “GPM” MCus are well suited for
digital audio applications, gaming/entertainment devices, IoT
sensor nodes and portable medical devices.
The XLP PIC32MM “GPM” family of MCus enables developers to
minimise power consumption, board space and development
time. The devices provide power-saving options, such as sleep
modes with current consumption as low as 650 nA with Random
Access Memory (RAM) retention, to greatly extend battery life in
portable applications. These PIC® MCus are available with up to
256 KB of Error Correction Code (ECC) Flash and 32 KB of RAM,
providing ample space for application code and communication
stacks. The new devices are available in a variety of pin-count
options ranging from 28 to 64 pins in compact packages, as small
as 4x4 mm with 28 pins; 5×5 mm with 36 pins; and 6×6 mm with
48 pins to optimise the overall design footprint.
The PIC32MM “GPM” family integrates Core Independent
Peripherals (CIPs), such as Direct Memory Access (DMA),
Configurable Logic Cells (CLC) and a 12-bit Analogue-to-Digital
Converter (ADC). These allow the system to accomplish tasks in
hardware while freeing-up the Central Processing unit (CPu) to
do other tasks or to go to sleep. Leveraging these hardwarebased CIPs improves execution efficiency while maintaining system flexibility and lowering overall power consumption.
These MCus also include a crystal-less uSB device/host/on-the-Go
(oTG) and I2S functionality, crucial for uSB audio applications and
communication gateways. This family’s accurate on-chip uSB oscil-

lator eliminates the need for an external crystal or oscillator reducing overall system BoM cost and board real-estate associated with
uSB applications. The new family of devices is supported by the
MPLAB® Code Configurator (MCC) tool. MCC makes it easy to
configure the uSB stack, pin assignments and peripherals, significantly accelerating development time. These MCus are also supported by Microchip’s MPLAB X Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) ecosystem and XC32 Compiler. The new
PIC32MM uSB Curiosity Development Board is a low-cost development platform that comes fully integrated with a programmer/debugger. The board also features two MikroElektronika
mikroBuS™ interfaces that enable support for more than 300
click boards™, a uSB Micro B connector and two X32 interfaces
that enable access to the PIC32 Audio Codec Daughter Card.
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com

SEGGER InTRoDuCES J-LInK EDu MInI – A LoW CoST J-LInK FoCuSED
on THE EDuCATIon SECToR
In another move to address demands
from the educational community for professional but low-cost development tools ,
SEGGER introduces the J-Link EDu mini.
Big things come in this small package, as it
offers all of the advanced features associated with a commercial J-Link solution
while being priced at only $18. These
include the use of SEGGER's leading IDE
Embedded Studio, ozone Debugger and
GDB Server, as well as other powerful
visualization tools, such as SystemView
and J-Scope.
The only limitations are on the permitted
use for educational purposes, speed of
the probe (up to 200 kByte/sec) and the
usage for Cortex-M targets via the SWD
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

interface.
Any tool or IDE that supports J-Link debug
probes will simply work with J-Link EDu
mini, including SEGGER Embedded
Studio, which can also be used without
limitation for educational purposes. This
covers tools running under Windows,
Linux and MacoS X. Regardless of the
development environment, the J-Link EDu
mini is able to download directly into
Flash memory and debug programs executing in Flash or RAM. It even comes with
the ability to set an unlimited number of
breakpoints in Flash memory. At only 50
mm x 18 mm (2" x 3/4"), its compact form
factor saves valuable desk space.
SEGGER | www.segger.com
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Marvell Introduces Industry’s First Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth 5 and 802.11p Combo Solutions for
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) and In-Vehicle
Marvell extends a complete product portfolio of Ethernet and wireless automotive connectivity solutions with fourth
generation family of wireless SoCs enabling advanced infotainment, telematics and Wi-Fi gateways for the connected car
Marvell announced the 88W8987xA, the
world’s first automotive-grade system-onchip (SoC) to integrate the latest Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) capabilities.
This highly sophisticated wireless combo
chip brings an industry-best solution for incar Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5 and 802.11p.
Today’s connected cars have an unprecedented need for reliable and high-performance wireless connectivity. In-vehicle
infotainment (IVI), secure telematics, in-car
wireless gateways, and enhanced safety
capabilities are dramatically increasing
costs and complexity across every automotive segment. Marvell’s 88W8987xA family
of footprint-compatible solutions enables
car manufacturers to simplify wireless
enablement and quickly offer market-leading capabilities to their customers. Built on
Marvell’s experience in delivering reliable,
robust and secure automotive technology,
the fourth generation of wireless combo
solutions has been feature-optimized for
the automotive market and meets the highest quality AEC-Q100 grade 2 standards.
“Today’s automobiles demand new levels of
performance, safety, and reliability and their
owners expect the latest wireless features.
Marvell’s 88W8987xA provides the industry’s most advanced single-chip solution to
accelerate and simplify large-scale automotive deployment of the features customers
expect in their connected cars,” said Mark
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Montierth, vice president and general
manager, Wireless Connectivity Business
unit at Marvell Semiconductor, Inc.
The 88W8987xA family of wireless products complements our previously
announced 88Q2112 automotive Ethernet
physical layer (PHy) transceiver to provide a
complete wired and wireless connectivity
solution for the connected car.
The 88Q2112 enables 1000BASE-T1 gigabit Ethernet over a single twisted pair copper cable, making it an ideal, lightweight
solution for distributing HD video, audio
and voice for advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS) and IVI applications.
Christian Kim, senior analyst, IHS Markit
says: “The development of Marvell’s
88W8987xA family of footprint-compatible
wireless solutions represents important
progress for the automotive industry. With
today’s automobiles becoming increasingly
complex, Marvell’s new portfolio could go a
long way to standardizing the development
of connected cars – simplifying integration
processes and helping to reduce costs.”

In addition to supporting the growing needs
of IVI and emerging screen projection technologies, the 88W8987xA’s 802.11p features will enable a new era of safety and
autonomous driving by supporting pending
national
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration (nHTSA)/Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) and
Dedicated Short Range Communication
(DSRC) requirements. The 88W8987xA is
also the first wireless combo solution supporting Bluetooth 5 including Bluetooth
Low Energy Angle of Arrival and Departure
(AoA/AoD) and 802.11mc which will enable
new and exciting use-models for automakers with wearables and phones to support
new access, personalization and car location
services. The 88W8987xA provides flexibility for system design and is interoperable with a wide selection of host SoCs,
hardware HSMs, WAVE (1609.x) stacks
and operating systems. 88W8987xA drivers are readily available for the Android™
platform, Linux® and QnX®.
Marvell | www.marvell.com
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MICRoCHIP’S WI-FI® SDK WITH APPLE HoMEKIT SuPPoRT
noW AVAILABLE
Microchip announces the availability of a fully-certified Wi-Fi®
Software Development Kit (SDK) with Apple HomeKit support.
This SDK enables MFi licensees to create fast, low-power designs
on the industry’s first hardware cryptography-enabled Wi-Fibased development kit for HomeKit.
Microchip’s Wi-Fi SDK combines hardware cryptography suites
within the CEC1702, a full-featured ARM® Cortex®-M4-based
microcontroller (MCu), with the industry-proven WInC1510, a
low-power 802.11 b/g/n certified Wi-Fi module. The hardwarebased security engines within the Wi-Fi HomeKit solution greatly
reduce system calculation times, resulting in a fast and friendly
end-user experience. With the dramatic reduction in execution
time for HomeKit commands such as pairing – with pair setup in
0.95 seconds and pair verify in less than one tenth of a second –
system reaction is accelerated for seamless consumer experiences such as instantly unlocking a front door. This reduced time
of system activity enabled by the Wi-Fi SDK results in lower system power consumption. Power consumption of the Wi-Fi SDK,
while performing critical commands such as pairing, is so low that
it’s on par with Bluetooth® low energy-based systems while
retaining the enhanced functionality of a Wi-Fi solution.
The Wi-Fi SDK also offers unrivaled hardware security features
due to its hardware cryptography-enabled microcontroller. The
CEC1702, a low-power but powerful, programmable 32-bit
MCu offers security measures such as secure boot which allows

equipment manufacturers to establish a hardware-based root of
trust to protect against a security breach. Developers can also
leverage integrated security features such as easy-to-use encryption, authentication, private and public key capabilities and customer programming flexibility to minimise application risk.
Additionally, the CEC1702 features 480 KB SRAM code plus
data, which gives developers ample code space for the HomeKit
protocol as well as their application-specific code.
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com

MICRoCHIP InTRoDuCES THE InDuSTRy’S FIRST MCu WITH
InTEGRATED 2D GPu AnD DDR2 MEMoRy FoR GRounDBREAKInG
GRAPHICS CAPABILITIES
Microchip announces the 32-bit PIC32MZ DA microcontroller
(MCu) family which is the industry’s first MCu with an integrated
2D Graphics Processing unit (GPu) and up to 32 MB of integrated
DDR2 memory. This combination gives customers the ability to
increase their application’s colour resolution and display size, up to
12 inches with easy-to-use microcontroller (MCu) based resources
and tools including the MPLAB® Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) and MPLAB Harmony Software Framework.
The PIC32MZ DA family bridges the graphics performance gap
between MCus and microprocessor units (MPus) for customers
who want to stay in the familiar design environment of an MCu.
The devices provide MPu-like graphics capabilities with the seamless integration and programming model of Microchip’s PIC32 and
MPLAB IDE and Harmony software framework. These tools provide a visual graphics design environment, custom display driver
creation, graphics libraries and an asset converter that can take a
custom graphic and optimise it for their chosen display size.
Features of the new devices include:
• Three-layer graphics controller capable of driving 24-bit
color Super eXtended Graphics Array (SXGA) displays
• High-performance 2D Graphics Processing unit (GPu)
• 32 MB integrated SDRAM or 128 MB externally addressable
SDRAM option providing expansive storage
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

• Ample on-chip Flash, SRAM and connectivity option
The addition of DDR2 memory, a first for MCus throughout the
industry, enables 2x faster throughput and large graphics buffers
and/or storage for increasingly complex communications protocol stacks and algorithms. The result is smooth, striking interfaces
and fewer product variants in a crowded communications control
market.
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com
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LETI AnnounCES TWo nEW TooLS FoR IMPRoVInG
TRAnSPoRTATIon CoMFoRT, SAFETy AnD EFFICIEnCy
Leti, a technology research institute of CEA Tech, announced the
world’s first wearable stress-monitoring device that enables customized recommendations for stress-free travel and indicators for
improving public-transportation safety.
The non-invasive, stress monitor is a wristband device designed
for truck and train drivers, airline pilots and travelers. It enables:
• Real-time journey planning specific to each traveler
• Smart emotional surveying to improve transport and mobility
comfort and safety
• Awareness of mobility wellness for specific social groups, such
as seniors
• Suggestions for new services and applications for transit agencies
• Professional driver and pilot monitoring and biofeedback
during training and practice.
using sensors typically integrated into wearable items, Leti’s stress
monitor provides real-time data-fusion processing that automatically estimates each person's stress levels regardless of their activity level. It collects data with an embedded alogorithm and several
miniaturized sensors like accelerometers, photoplethysmography
sensors and electrodermal-activity sensors.
The databases for comparing results were built by Leti and the
Laboratory of Psychology and neuroCognition (LPnC) in Grenoble.
The collected data are sent anonymously to the cloud where they
can be used to improve both safety and comfort for users and, in
some cases, for the general public. For example, transit agencies can

collect and analyze passengers’ comfort information and take appropriate actions to eliminate potential problems. If customers experience higher stress than usual while getting off at a specific bus station,
e.g. at a dangerous intersection, the agencies could follow up that
finding with a study to verify the cause and provide a remedy.
The biofeedback from pilots, truck drivers and train engineers
also can be used to improve safety. After graduating from simulators to real equipment during training, wearing the device will signal stress levels and indicate they should return to the simulator
for more practice on certain aspects of their complicated jobs.
leti | www.leti-cea.com

V2X LEADERS AnnounCE A CoLLABoRATIon THAT WILL DELIVER
FASTER TIME To MARKET WITH GREATER SAFETy AnD SECuRITy In
V2X TECHnoLoGy FoR AuToMoTIVE MAnuFACTuRERS
V2X leaders u blox, Commsignia Inc and nXP
Semiconductors, announced a strategic collaboration, in order to address the rapidly
growing demand for reliable
Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle to Infrastructure
(V2I) technology.
The adoption of V2X technology in north America and
European markets equips
new vehicles with the ability
to securely and anonymously share information with
other similarly equipped
vehicles, infrastructure and
even pedestrians within a
radius of up to 1km. IEEE
802.11p V2X technology is
the only proven and production ready technology today that can reliably see around corners. V2X information
will augment the awareness of drivers to
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improve safety, reduce congestion and
emissions, thereby delivering real savings
and benefits to all road users today and in

the future for self-driving autonomous vehicles. This collaboration builds on the
strengths of all three companies to deliver

substantial time-to-market advantages and
benefits to automotive customers, with
future-proof solutions that optimise investments and mitigate risks.
Automotive manufacturers
are looking for ways to bring
V2X to market now, ramping
up to 100% implementation
in new cars within the next
five years. This collaboration
between three of the market
leaders will accelerate the
adoption of V2X technology
thanks to the availability of
fully integrated hardware
and software solutions in a
fully fledged and secure (uS
DoT SCMS compliant) V2X
system.
u blox | www.u-blox.com
NXP | www.nxp.com
Commsignia | www.commsignia.com

WIRElESS

nXP AnD GooGLE CLouD uSE nEW CLouD IoT CoRE To EXTEnD
REACH AnD PERFoRMAnCE oF AnDRoID THInGS
nXP Semiconductors n.V. announced that its Android Things
platform supports the new Google Cloud IoT Core, a fully managed service that allows users to easily and securely connect and
manage devices at a global scale. The Cloud IoT Core includes
various Google services that unlock the value of real-time IoT
data for smart city initiatives and deployments.
Developed in early partnership with Google, the nXP Android
Things platform features an i.MX applications processor to enable
cost-effective, feature-rich functionality to a broad group of developers, makers and oEMs. The platform was designed to enable
rapid development of affordable, connected, Android-based IoT
devices. now with Google Cloud IoT Core, enterprise and city
developers can utilize nXP’s platform to help create a smart, interconnected system of devices that are securely managed and provisioned through the Google Cloud in a city-wide deployment.
The Google Cloud IoT Core includes services such as Pub/Sub,
Dataflow, Bigtable, BigQuery, and Data Studio to provide a complete solution for collecting, processing, analyzing, and visualizing
IoT data in real time to support improved operational efficiency.
Key features of the new Cloud IoT Core solution:
• End-to-end security - Enable end-to-end security using
certificate-based authentication and TLS; devices running
Android Things or ones supporting the Cloud IoT Core

security requirements can deliver full stack security.
• out-of-box data Insights - use downstream analytic systems by
integrating with Google Big Data Analytics and ML services.
• Serverless infrastructure: Scale instantly without limits using
horizontal scaling on Google’s serverless platform.
• Role-level data control - Apply IAM roles to devices to control
access to devices and data.
• Automatic device deployment - use REST APIs to automatically
manage the registration, deployment and operation of devices
at scale.
NXP Android Things Platform
Powered by the i.MX 6uL and i.MX7D applications processors,
the PICo-iMX 6uL/7D boards from Technexion and the Argon
i.MX 6uL board from VVDn Technologies speed development
and time to market for IoT products. All three boards have been
qualified and tested by Google to run Android Things at optimal
performance.
For more information, please visit
www.nxp.com/AndroidThings
https://developer.android.com/things/index.html
NXP Semiconductors | www.nxp.com

WIRELESS GECKo SoC PoRTFoLIo SuPPoRTS FuLL BLuETooTH 5
ConnECTIVITy AnD EXPAnDS MEMoRy oPTIonS
Silicon Labs expands its Wireless Gecko system-on-chip (SoC) (
www.silabs.com/products/wireless/wireless-gecko-iot-connectivity-portfolio) portfolio with new multiband SoCs supporting full
Bluetooth® 5 connectivity and more memory options. Silicon Labs’
new EFR32xG13 SoCs offer developers greater flexibility and more
capabilities for applications using a single wireless protocol or
requiring more memory for multiprotocol solutions, larger customer applications or for storage of over-the-air (oTA) images.
The EFR32xG13 devices also offer an advanced on-chip oscillator
to reduce bill of materials (BoM) cost, security acceleration, capacitive sensing, low-power sensing and enhanced RF performance.
The new EFR32xG13 family supports all Bluetooth 5 features and
capabilities, enabling four times the range, twice the speed and
eight times greater broadcasting capacity than Bluetooth 4, as well
as improved co-existence with other wireless protocols. The
EFR32xG13 SoCs feature a 2 Mbps PHy that supports faster
throughput or reduced power consumption due to lower transmit
(TX) and receive (RX) times. The SoCs also integrate a new 125
kbps and 500 kbps coded PHy that enables much longer communications, quadrupling the range of Bluetooth connections compared to existing devices running Bluetooth 4.
The EFR32xG13 SoCs provide sufficient flash memory (512 kB)
and RAM (64 kB) to run applications using zigbee®, Thread and
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Bluetooth 5 in single-protocol mode and to support multiprotocol combinations of Bluetooth with zigbee, Thread or proprietary stacks (running on sub-GHz or 2.4 GHz networks). The
EFR32BG13 family is an ideal choice for Bluetooth mesh applications as the SoCs are designed to run both Bluetooth mesh and
Bluetooth 5 stacks and to support both smartphone and
Bluetooth mesh connectivity. The EFR32xG13 family is pin-compatible with all Wireless Gecko SoCs in QFn48 packages, further
extending flexible memory, peripheral and feature options for
existing customers.
Silicon labs | www.silabs.com
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TI unVEILS THE WoRLD’S MoST PRECISE SInGLE-CHIP MILLIMETER
WAVE SEnSoR PoRTFoLIo AVAILABLE ToDAy
Introducing the smallest footprint CMOS sensor portfolio for automotive radar, industrial
and infrastructure applications.
Texas Instruments (TI) is bringing an
unprecedented degree of precision and
intelligence to a range of applications
spanning the automotive, factory and
building automation, and medical markets.
TI’s new millimeter wave (mmWave) singlechip complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMoS) portfolio includes five
solutions across two families of 76- to 81GHz sensors with a complete end-to-end
development platform. Available for sampling today, the AWR1x and IWR1x sensor
portfolio delivers up to three times more
accurate sensing than current mmWave
solutions on the market. The combination
of sophisticated analog design techniques
paired with digital signal processing
enables designers to implement intelligent
and contactless sensing in their systems.
Key features and benefits of the
mmWave sensor portfolio
• Highly integrated: Designers can select
the best processing power for their needs
with a fully integrated CMoS single-chip
harnessing a best-in-class digital signal
processor (DSP) and microcontroller
(MCu) or a single-chip with just an MCu or
DSP. Each chip delivers smart, highly accurate stand-alone sensing with less than a 4centimeter range resolution, range accuracy down to less than 50 micrometers and
range up to 300 meters.
• Comprehensive family: A broad portfolio of five devices allows developers to
select the right solution for their design
needs, all while reducing power consumption and board space by 50 percent.
• Most intelligent: TI’s mmWave 76- to
81-GHz single-chip sensor portfolio can
dynamically adapt to changing conditions,
bring multi modal functionality to avoid
false positives and deliver ranges of sensing to multiple applications.
• Environmental flexibility: IWR1x and
AWR1x mmWave sensors can sense accurately through plastic, dry wall, clothing,
glass and many other materials, and
through environmental conditions such as
lighting, rain, dust, fog or frost.
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• Develop today: TI’s new mmWave software development kit (SDK) includes sample algorithms and software libraries which
simplify RF designs through less than 20
simple application programming interfaces
(APIs). By leveraging TI’s mmWave SDK
platform engineers can start developing
their applications in less than 30 minutes.
Groundbreaking precision designed for
automotive radar
Traditionally, developers have encountered
obstacles while creating Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) International
Level 2 and above functionality in vehicles,
with sensor size and power a particular hindrance. TI’s AWR1x mmWave portfolio
allows developers to meet these requirements through built-in quality standards,
unprecedented precision in a small form
factor and low-power envelope, all while
enabling a low-cost implementation.
Designers can not only enhance advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS) and
autonomous driving safety features—
including ISo 26262 which enables

Automotive safety integrity level (ASIL)-B—
but also deliver new features such as automated parking assistance, pedestrian detection, and occupancy and driver monitoring.
Bringing robust mmWave sensing to
Industrial applications
Servicing the need for improved efficiency
in factory, building automation systems
and smart infrastructure, developers are
now able to leverage TI’s intelligent and
robust portfolio of mmWave sensors. In
addition, this sensing technology can be
used to transform existing capabilities in
growing areas such as medical equipment,
tank-level sensing, robotic vision and
drones. TI’s IWR1x mmWave contactless
sensors can be used in environments without interference from lighting, rain, dust,
fog or frost, making them uniquely robust
indoors or outdoors. By determining the
range, velocity and angle of objects around
the equipment, the sensors can adapt to
dynamic scenarios instantaneously.
Texas Instruments | www.ti.com

SENSORS

TRonICS MEMS GyRo SEnSoRS AVAILABLE FoR IMMEDIATE
SHIPMEnT GLoBALLy THRouGH DIGI-KEy
Tronics’ highly advanced MEMS Gyro sensors and GyPRo® evaluation boards are available worldwide from Digi-Key Electronics,
a global electronic components distributor, as the result of a new
distribution agreement between the two companies.
“We are pleased to announce the expansion of our distribution network with a key partner like Digi-key. Such a move will enhance the
exposure of Tronics' high performance inertial sensors through a
responsive and reliable supply chain, while bringing value and differentiation to Digi-key's product portfolio,” said Pascal langlois,
CEo at Tronics. “This agreement demonstrates our willingness to
continuously provide our targeted markets and customers with tailored solutions for their very demanding applications, including a
leading-edge range of inertial devices as well as plug-and-play evaluation kits.”
Tronics’ products are ideal for applications that require precise
measurement such as precision instrumentation, platform stabilization, guidance and navigation control, auto-pilot, inertial
measurement unit (IMu), attitude and heading reference system
(AHRS), flight control and back-up instrumentation, unmanned
and autonomous vehicles, pipe inspection, three-dimensional
mapping, and robotics, among others.
“We are excited to partner with Tronics and add their highly reliable
range of products to our expanding linecard,” said Tom Busher, VP,

Global IP&E at Digi-Key. “The ability to offer Tronics’ MEMS Gyro
sensors and GyPRO evaluation boards will assist our engineering
customers in the design and prototype stage of their projects. We
think they will find value in the accuracy provided by Tronics’ product portfolio that is required in their very demanding applications.”
Digi-Key Electronics | www.digikey.com
Tronics | www.tronicsgroup.com/

oMRon LAunCHES SuPER-SEnSITIVE
non-ConTACT TEMPERATuRE SEnSoR
omron Electronic Components has extended its non-contact
MEMS thermal sensor range with a new narrow-field version
specifically designed to provide accurate non-contact measurements of an objects’ surface temperature for industrial control,
medical and building automation systems. omron is relaunching
its full range of MEMS thermal sensors in Europe, including wider
field versions ideal for detecting room occupancy and similar
applications.
The new omron D6T-1A-02 is a super-sensitive infra-red (IR)
temperature sensor that makes full use of proprietary omron
MEMS sensing technology. It can measure the surface temperature of an object between -40 up to +80°C in the target area with
an accuracy of +/-1.5°C and a resolution of 0.06°C. The device
includes a state-of-the-art MEMS thermopile, a sensor ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) and a signal processing
microprocessor in a tiny package of only 12.0mm x 11.6mm x
9.2mm. The D6T-1A-02 features a narrow field of view of 26.5
degrees square, allowing it to accurately assess the surface temperature of a specific object in this area. Features also include a
digital I2C output which offers excellent noise immunity (measured as noise equivalent temperature difference) of 140mK.
The omron D6T thermal sensor is also ideal for building automation applications, measuring the temperature in a room, or
detecting occupancy even when people are stationary. For these
applications, omron is offering versions with a wider field of
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

view. These include a 1x1 device, the D6T-1A-01, with a field 58
degrees square. A 4×4 version and a 1×8 version are also available. These ultra-sensitive sensors are an outstanding alternative
to pyroelectric sensors or PIR detectors in home automation,
building automation, healthcare, security and industrial applications, which often fail to distinguish between an unoccupied
space and a stationary person. The technology behind omron’s
D6T thermal sensors combines a MEMS micro-mirror structure
for efficient IR radiation detection with a high-performance silicon lens to focus the infrared rays onto its thermopiles.
Omron | http://components.omron.eu
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TI EnABLES THE WIDEST BAnDWIDTH AnD LoWEST PHASE noISE
FoR nEXT-GEnERATIon HIGH-SPEED SySTEMS
first 6.4-GSPS, 12-bit ADC and wideband 15-GHz Pll with VCO drives higher performance while reducing system size.
Texas Instruments (TI) introduced an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and phaselocked loop (PLL) with an integrated voltage-controlled oscillator (VCo) that deliver the widest bandwidth, lowest phase
noise and highest dynamic range in the
industry. The wideband ADC12DJ3200 is
the fastest 12-bit ADC, delivering speeds
up to 6.4 GSPS. The LMX2594 is the industry’s first wideband PLL solution to generate frequencies of up to 15 GHz without
using an internal frequency doubler.
High-density phased-array radar systems,
5G systems and satellite communications
demand increased data throughput, higher
bandwidth and lower power, all in smaller a
footprint. A multi-node synchronization reference design demonstrates how the
ADC12DJ3200 and LMX2594 provide accurate, time-stable synchronization for multinode sampling systems including large-scale
phased-array radars, digital storage oscilloscopes (DSos) and 5G wireless testers. The
reference design showcases the LMX2594’s
SySREF forwarding feature and the
ADC12DJ3200’s aperture delay adjust, time
stamp and calibration features to improve
accuracy and ease system design.
next-generation architectures can take
advantage of the ADC12DJ3200 ADC with
the following features and benefits:
• Widest signal bandwidth: Featuring the
industry’s fastest sample rate of 6.4 GSPS at
a 12-bit resolution –18 percent faster than
competitive devices – the ADC12DJ3200
enables designers to capture the widest
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bandwidth possible to process more information instantaneously.
• Highest analog input-frequency range:
With direct radio-frequency (RF) sampling
up to 10 GHz covering the L-band, S-band
and C-band and extending into the Xband, the ADC12DJ3200 enables simplified system architectures and provides
enhanced frequency agility, while reducing
filter complexity, in turn save board space
and component count.
• Saves space: The 10-mm-by-10-mm
device integrates an entire RF-to-bits
receiver, reducing board space by up to 88
percent compared to competing solutions
while enabling designers to reduce cost by
simplifying the system architecture.
• low power: Consuming as little as 3 W,
the ADC provides twice the input frequency range at half the power of competing
devices.
The LMX2594 RF PLL with VCo offers the
following features and benefits to make it
easier for engineers to design a high-frequency RF signal chain:
• Best noise performance: The LMX2594
features the industry’s lowest normalized
PLL noise floor of -236 dBc/Hz and 1/f of 129 dBc/Hz, enabling designers to improve
radio sensitivity and spectral resolution.
• Design simplicity: The integrated VCo
operates at up to 15 GHz, eliminating the
need for expensive, complex on-board filters to remove subharmonics. The
LMX2594 also automatically generates a
frequency ramp, eliminating up to five

devices typically required to perform this
function for radar applications and
enabling compact solutions.
• Phase synchronization: System designers
can easily synchronize the output of all onboard PLLs, saving design time for implementing multiple-input/multiple-output
(MIMo), beamforming in their applications.
• JESD204B support: The LMX2594
enables simultaneous generation of gigahertz frequency sampling and JESD204B
SySREF timing signals.
Texas Instruments | www.ti.com

INDUSTRIAl CONTROlS

MAXIM’S HIMALAyA STEP-DoWn DC-DC ConVERTERS EnABLE RAPID
CoMPLIAnCE oF SAFETy STAnDARDS FoR InDuSTRIAL
System architects can now rapidly comply to international electrotechnical commission (IEC) and safety integrated level (SIL) standards to achieve long-term system reliability with the MAX17572
and MAX17574 Himalaya synchronous step-down DC-DC converters from Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. These highly efficient
converters provide a 40% reduction in power dissipation and
shrink solution size by 50% compared to other solutions.
The industrial market is digitizing at a rapid pace, all while continually improving the safety, performance, and intelligence of systems. Tasked with deploying processors from sensors to control
units, designers must reduce power dissipation while managing
space constraints. They are also hard-pressed with thermal challenges and meeting safety standard regulations—critical to
robust long-term reliability, yet very time consuming. In addition,
designers must account for high voltage transients up to 60V on
a 24V or 48V bus.
With Maxim’s MAX17572 and MAX17574 DC-DC converters,
designers can operate 4.5-60V as well as reduce power dissipation and solution size compared to other solutions to rapidly
comply with the IEC 61508 safety standard. The converters guarantee 1A and 3A operation (5V output) and are ideal for high
voltage industrial applications such as sensors, programmable
logic controllers (PLCs), industrial controls, distributed supply

regulation, and factory/building/power grid automation. They
are also applicable for battery back-up, Power-over-Ethernet
(PoE), and data centers. operating over the -40°C to +125°C
temperature range, the MAX17572 is available in a 12-pin, 3mm
× 3mm thin-DFn (TDFn) package and the MAX17574 is available
in a 24-pin, 4mm × 5mm TQFn package.
Maxim Integrated | www.maximintegrated.com

MAXIM’S DuAL Io-LInK® MASTER TRAnSCEIVER EnSuRES RoBuST
CoMMunICATIonS WITH 50% LoWER PoWER FoR InDuSTRy 4.0
Designers of Industry 4.0 applications can now achieve robust
communications and reduce power dissipation by 50% with the
MAX14819 dual-channel, Io-Link master transceiver from Maxim
Integrated Products, Inc.
Maxim continues to provide a portfolio of advanced factory
automation solutions that creates pathways toward achieving
Industry 4.0. The unique architecture of the MAX14819 dissipates
50% less heat compared to other Io-Link Master solutions and is
fully compatible in all modes for Io-Link and SIo compliance.
Robust L+ supply controllers with settable current limiting and
reverse voltage/current protection help ensure robust communications with the lowest power consumption. With just one microcontroller, the integrated framer/universal asynchronous receivertransmitter (uART) enables the most scalable and cost-effective
architecture while enabling the industry’s fastest cycle times (up to
400 microseconds) and reducing latency. The MAX14819 is available in a 48-pin (7mm × 7mm) TQFn package and operates over
the -40°C to +125°C temperature range. Applications include IoLink master systems and Io-Link gateways.

the most flexible architecture while still achieving the fastest cycle
times to achieve the lowest bill of materials (BoM) cost by eliminating the uART dependency from the microcontroller
• Robust: 65V absolute maximum ratings and reverse polarity
protection help to meet full compliance with Io-Link (1.1.2) and
SIo (IEC61131-2, IEC61131-9) modes; also operates with nPn
type sensors
Maxim Integrated | www.maximintegrated.com

Key Advantages
• Low Power Dissipation: Low on-resistance, low supply current,
and optimized current limiter architecture for significantly lower
power consumption
• High Performance: Integrated internal framer/uART enables
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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READy-To-uSE PAnEL PC In A MoDERn DESIGn
HMI panels and PoS/PoI terminals are generally used for clearly
defined applications that do not require a high performance system. Immediate readiness and a compact as well as appealing
design are paramount. ICP Deutschland combines exactly these
characteristics in the new 10.1 inches RISC based Ready-to-use
panel PC IouV-10F with a resolution of 1280x800. on the 4GB
build-in eMMC nand Flash is the Android 4.2.2 operating system
pre-installed. It is based on the Freescale™ i.MX6 Cortex™ - A9
Quad Core 1.0GHz RISC processor and runs with a 1GB DDR3
SDRAM memory. The modern design of the panel PC is reflected
in the 10.1 inches display with a scratch-resistant capacitive touch
screen (IP54 protection), that is embedded in a slim and white
housing (293×210×45mm).
The metal rear cover of the IoVu-10F has several vertically downward lead outs such as one GbE, two uSB 2.0, one RS232/422/485 and one RS-232 interface. Moreover, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth controllers as well as a SD slot with maximum storage
capacity of 32GB are already integrated. The flexible mounting
possibilities (wall, panel, VESA and arm mount), the power input
range from 9~30VDC and the operation temperature from 0°C to
+40°C underpin the industrial sustainability of the IoVu-10F.

Applications
• Building automation
• PoI/PoS and HMI applications
ICP Deutschland GmbH | www.icp-deutschland.de

on SEMIConDuCToR IMPRoVES IMAGInG PERFoRMAnCE FoR HIGH
RESoLuTIon InDuSTRIAL APPLICATIonS
on Semiconductor, driving energy efficient innovations, is
improving performance for industrial imaging applications that
require both high resolution image capture and maximum image
uniformity.
The new 29 megapixel KAI-29052 image sensor provides up to
twice the imaging sensitivity of the existing KAI-29050 in the wavelength range of 500 nanometer (nm) to 1050 nm. This improved
performance is particularly beneficial to applications operating in
near-infrared (nIR) wavelengths, such as 850 nm. This enhanced
pixel design retains isolation of charge from one photodiode to
another, enabling this increase in sensitivity without any reduction
to image sharpness (Modulation Transfer Function, or MTF). In
addition, an improved amplifier design reduces read noise by 15%,
increasing the linear dynamic range available from the device to 66
decibel (dB). With these enhancements, the KAI-29052 serves as a
new performance benchmark for high resolution image capture.
“The evolving needs of industrial imaging applications such as high
end security, machine vision, and aerial surveillance and mapping
require continued advancements in the portfolio of image sensors
serving this market,” said Herb Erhardt, Vice President and GM,
Industrial Solutions Division, Image Sensor Group at on
Semiconductor. “The enhanced performance available from the
kAI-29052 is a further demonstration of ON Semiconductor’s ongoing commitment to provide the most advanced CCD and CMOS
image sensors for these demanding markets.”
The KAI-29052 is now available in a RoHS-compliant CPGA-72
package in Monochrome, Bayer Color, and Sparse Color configurations, and is fully pin compatible not only with the existing KAI29050 image sensor but also a full family of 5.5 micron and 7.4
micron CCD image sensors, enabling camera manufacturers to
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quickly adopt the new device.
Evaluation kits for on Semiconductor’s full family of Interline
Transfer CCD image sensors are now available, allowing the performance of devices such as the KAI-29052 to be examined and
reviewed under real-world conditions. Customers can order an
evaluation kit by contacting their local on Semiconductor sales representative or authorised distributor. More information on the KAI29052 is available on the company’s blog.
ON Semiconductor |

www.onsemi.com

DISPlAY/OPTO/SENSORS

TFT LCD DISPLAy SERIES FoR BEAGLEBonE BLACK InCoRPoRATES
TouCH SEnSInG oVER I²C
4D Systems announced the launch of the gen4 CAPE series of
TFT LCD display capes designed specifically for use with the
BeagleBone Black single board computer. The series comprises
4.3-, 5.0- and 7.0- inch models, each equipped with a 30-pin
robust FPC cable that plugs into the supplied gen4 CAPE adapter
board. no additional connectors are required to operate the display since all power, control and data signals come through the
FPC. use of an adapter board, the cape that plugs directly into
the BeagleBone Black, permits ease of using different display
sizes to suit the application. In addition, each gen4 CAPE has the
choice of either resistive or capacitive touch options.
The resistive touch function uses an on-board Microchip AR1021
resistive touch controller that communicates directly with the
BeagleBone Black over I²C in place of traditional LCD capes which
utilise the analog inputs that are rather susceptible to external EMI.
The capacitive touch models incorporate a cover lens bezel that
enables the construction of a robust yet slim design with ease, utilizing Focaltec CTP controller that communicates over I²C.
The gen4 CAPE series comprises the following models:
• gen4-4DCAPE-43T 4.3-inch display with resistive touch
• gen4-4DCAPE-43CT-CLB 4.3-inch display with capacitive touch
and cover glass
• gen4-4DCAPE-50T 5.0-inch display with resistive touch
• gen4-4DCAPE-50CT-CLB 5.0-inch display with capacitive touch
and cover glass
• gen4-4DCAPE-70T 7.0-inch display with resistive touch

• gen4-4DCAPE-70CT-CLB 7.0-inch display with capacitive touch
and cover glass
Changing the display backlight brightness is facilitated through the
use of a TI TPS61165 backlight driver IC for which a Linux driver is
also provided. This method of varying the brightness is more stable
and less noisy than using PWM signals. The gen4 CAPE series suits a
wide range of applications that require a high-quality, easy-to-use
and compact graphical display (monitor) to be incorporated into a
BeagleBone Black-based design. The BeagleBone Black Wireless
and BeagleBone Green boards are also supported.
4D Systems | www.4dsystems.com.au

ACTIVE MATRIX SEnSoR BASED on TFT DISPLAy BACKPLAnE
TECHnoLoGy oVERCoMES FALSE TouCH ISSuES
Peratech, a world leader in force-sensing technology, has been
selected to participate in the Innovation Zone (I-Zone) at SID
Display Week 2017. The I-Zone showcases cutting-edge demos
and prototypes expected to become the products of tomorrow.
Peratech profiles its active matrix sensor and other innovative
force / touch solutions based on its Quantum Tunnelling
Composite (QTC®) technologies. The active matrix sensor uses
the principles of TFT display backplanes to overcome the issues
of “ghost” or false touches associated with many matrix sensors.
The compatibility between TFT backplane and QTC allows
active matrix connectivity to QTC touch sensors, overcoming resolution, cross-talk and ghosting issues. Furthermore, the ability to
print QTC sensels in a layered construction that can be combined with the manufacture of TFT backplanes, offers a solution
that is affordable in consumer applications.
Peratech’s touch sensors based on Quantum Tunnelling
Composites are supplied in the form of a polymer membrane as
thin as 50 µm. The sensors can be applied under displays and
along the edges and on the backs of handheld consumer electronic devices. 3D touch is achieved with sensor arrays determining X-y position through touch and applied force in the Z-axis.
The active matrix sensor can be configured for resolutions down
to 0.5 mm sensels with 0.8 µm spacing on glass. used under a diswww.international.electronica-azi.ro

play, Peratech’s sensors can sense the force applied across the
screen and compute the touch pressure for individual zones or
functions. They can also provide discrete pressure buttons in
regions that match the graphical user interface layout.
Peratech | www.peratech.com
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nEW CooL-PoWER ZVS BuCK REGuLAToR EXTEnDS VICoR’S 48V
DIRECT To PoInT oF LoAD PRoDuCT FAMILy
The PI3526-00-LGIZ is the latest addition to the Cool-Power ZVS
Buck Regulator Portfolio with a 48V (30-60Vin) input. The PI352x
is a higher current offering to the existing PI354x portfolio
enabling scalable power options for 48V Direct to point of Load
(PoL) applications. The PI3526-00-LGIZ is a 12V output regulator,
supplying up to 18A, packaged in a 10x14mm LGA SiP package.
offering all the same industry leading features of Vicor’s existing
48V Cool-Power ZVS Buck Regulators, the PI352x portfolio
extends performance by delivering twice the power of the PI354x
regulators using only a 40% larger package. The PI3526-00-LGIZ
requires only an output inductor and minimal passives for a complete cost effective design that consumes less than 740mm2 of
PCB real estate. Designed to be easily paralleled in combinations
of up to three regulators, the PI352x regulators can be scaled to
support applications with even higher load currents.

New part targets Datacenters and lED Industries
The PI352x family addresses the growing need for 48V Direct to
PoL solutions in many applications including lighting, communications, automotive equipment, and datacenter applications. The
Cool-Power ZVS Regulators are focused on high power density &
high efficiency while being simple to use. The end result is first
pass design success with best in class performance.
Vicor Corporation | www.vicorpower.com

Announced today and existing:
Part Number

Package Input Voltage Range Nominal Output Voltage Current

PI3525-00-LGIZ 10×14mm
30-60v
5.0v
20A
PI3526-00-LGIZ* 10×14mm
30-60v
12v
18A
PI3523-00-LGIZ* 10×14mm
30-60v
3.3v
22A
PI3542-00-LGIZ 10×10mm
36-60v
2.5v
10A
PI3543-00-LGIZ 10×10mm
36-60v
3.3v
10A
PI3545-00-LGIZ 10×10mm
36-60v
5.0v
10A
PI3546-00-LGIZ 10×10mm
36-60v
12v
9A
(Green is a newly releases part, blue is coming soon, black were previously released).

150V SynCHRonouS STEP-DoWn DC/DC ConTRoLLER
ELIMInATES EXTERnAL SuRGE PRoTECTIon DEVICES
Analog Devices, Inc., which recently acquired Linear Technology
Corporation, announces the LTC7801, a high voltage nonisolated
synchronous step-down switching regulator controller in compact
24-lead packages that drives an all n-channel MoSFET power
stage. Its 4V to 140V (150V abs max) input voltage range is
designed to operate from a high input voltage source or from an
input that has high voltage surges, eliminating the need for external surge suppression devices. The LTC7801 continues to operate at up to 100% duty cycle during input voltage dips down to
4V, making it well suited for transportation, industrial control,
robotic and datacom applications.
The output voltage can be set from 0.8V to 60V at output currents up to 20A with efficiencies as high as 96%. The device draws
only 40µA in sleep mode with the output voltage in regulation,
ideal for always-on systems. An internal charge pump allows for
100% duty cycle and operation in dropout, a useful feature when
powered from a battery during discharge. The LTC7801’s powerful 1Ω n-channel MoSFET gate drivers can be adjusted from 5V
to 10V to enable the use of logic- or standard-level MoSFETs to
maximize efficiency. To prevent high on-chip power dissipation in
high input voltage applications, the LTC7801 includes an nDRV
pin, which drives the gate of an optional external n-channel MoSFET acting as a low dropout linear regulator to supply IC power.
The EXTVCC pin permits the LTC7801 to be powered from the
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output of the switching regulator or other available source, reducing power dissipation and improving efficiency.
The LTC7801 is available in 4mm × 5mm QFn-24 and TSSoP-24
thermally enhanced packages. Two operating junction temperature
grades are available: extended and industrial versions from –40 to
125°C and a high temp automotive version from –40°C to 150°C.
Analog Devices | www.analog.com

POWER MODUlES

PoWER InTEGRATIonS AnD WELTREnD SEMIConDuCToR
AnnounCE 18 W uSB PD RAPID-CHARGER REFEREnCE DESIGn FoR
SMART MoBILE DEVICES
Power Integrations announced an expansion of its SCALE-iDriver™
family of galvanically isolated single-channel gate driver ICs. The
new devices support IGBT blocking voltages up to 1700 V, which
are generally used in 400 VAC and 690 VAC line applications.
They are also ideal for the latest three-level topology photovoltaic inverters and for photovoltaic arrays leveraging the new 1500 V
DC bus standard. The expanded 1700 V SCALE-iDriver family
allows oEMs to use the same highly integrated, safe and reliable
driver technology across a range of solutions.
1700 V SCALE-iDriver ICs, optimized for driving both IGBTs and
MoSFETs, combine Power Integrations’ pioneering FluxLink™ magneto-inductive bi-directional communications technology with its
SCALE™ power device driver technology. FluxLink eliminates the
need for unreliable opto-electronics and the associated compensation circuitry, thereby enhancing operational stability while reducing system complexity, and SCALE technology incorporates all key
gate driver functions into an ASIC, reducing size and improving reliability while simplifying design. Innovative eSoP package features
greater than 9.5 mm of creepage and a CTI of 600, ensuring substantial operating voltage margin and high system reliability. 1700 V
SCALE-iDriver ICs can be operated from -40°C to +125°C and at

frequencies of up to 75 kHz. The family meets the upcoming
requirements of IEC 60747-17 and VDE 0884-17. Devices feature
desaturation (short-circuit) protection with Advanced Soft Shut
Down (ASSD) functionality, providing reliable and easy-to-implement protection to the power switch.
Power Integrations | www.power.com

TI InTRoDuCES THE InDuSTRy’S SMALLEST GATE DRIVER AnD
PoWER MoSFET SoLuTIon FoR MoToR ConTRoL
Texas Instruments (TI) introduced two new device families that
help reduce size and weight in motor drive applications. When
used together, DRV832x brushless DC (BLDC) gate drivers and
CSD88584/99 nexFET™ Power Blocks require as little as 511 mm2,
half the board space of competing solutions.
The DRV832x BLDC gate drivers feature a smart gate-drive architecture that eliminates up to 24 components traditionally used to
set the gate drive current while enabling designers to easily adjust
field-effect transistor (FET) switching to optimize power loss and
electromagnetic compliance. The CSD88584Q5DC and
CSD88599Q5DC power blocks leverage two FETs in a unique
stacked-die configuration, which doubles power density and minimizes the FET resistance and parasitic inductances typically found
in side-by-side FET configurations.
An 18-volt compact BLDC motor reference design demonstrates
how the DRV8323 gate driver and CSD88584Q5DC power block
can drive 11 W/cm3 power and enable engineers to jump-start
their designs for smaller, lighter-weight power tools, integrated
motor modules, drones and more.
Benefits of using a CSD88584/99 and DRV832x device together
• Maximum power density: The combined solution delivers 700
W of motor power without a heat sink, providing 50 percent higher
current than conventional solutions without increasing the footprint.
• High peak current: As demonstrated by the 18-volt BLDC reference design, the smart gate driver and power block are capable
of driving a peak current of up to 160 A for more than 1 second.
• Optimal system protection: The combination enables shorter
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

trace lengths and actively prevents unintended FET turn-on, while
also providing undervoltage, overcurrent and thermal protection.
• Superior thermal performance: The CSD88584Q5DC and
CSD88599Q5DC power blocks come in TI’s DualCool™ thermally
enhanced package, which enables designers to apply a heat sink
to the top of the device to decrease thermal impedance.
• Clean switching: The power blocks’ switch-node clip helps
eliminate parasitic inductance between high- and low-side FETs.
Texas Instruments | www.ti.com
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NEWS
GLASSMAn AnnounCES nEW, HIGHEST PoWER unIT: GX SERIES
25KW To 200KW REGuLATED HIGH VoLTAGE DC PoWER SuPPLIES
BoAST FAST RESPonSE WITH LoW RIPPLE AnD noISE
Glassman Europe announces a new range of programmable, DC
regulated power supplies, the GX Series, its most powerful to
date. The GX Series is a highly-specified family of 25kW to 200kW
fast response, air insulated power supplies, boasting tight regulation combined with low ripple and noise. This comprehensive
range has nineteen models in all, from 0 to 1kV through to 0 to
100kV, and individual units can be set up in a master/slave configuration to produce a maximum output capability of 200kW.
Input for the rack-mountable GX Series is 480VAC 3-phase as standard, with 380VAC and 415VAC input available as an option. The
units feature a microcontroller based front panel control and
communication interface and there are also integral RS232/uSB
serial ports as standard, plus an optional Ethernet interface, which
enables high-resolution voltage and current programming either
on site via the front panel digital encoders or via the analogue
remote interface. A time-saving Last Setting Memory feature
stores power supply parameters at each AC turn off sequence,
saving time. The constant voltage/constant current operation feature utilises automatic crossover between the two to protect
against overloads, arcs and short circuits. Adjustment between
constant current and current trip is easily selected via a rear panel
switch. output features continuous, stable adjustment from zero
to rated voltage or current by panel mounted optical rotary
encode or by external 0 to +10V signals. Efficiency is typically

greater than 80% at full load and ripple typically less than 0.1%
RMS of rated voltage at full load. To prevent arcing, GX Series
power supplies feature both arc quenching and an automatic arc
count. The HV output is inhibited after each load arc and internal
circuitry continually senses and integrates arcs which occur over a
given time period, so that should system or load arcing exceed
factory-set parameters, the unit automatically cycles off, clears the
fault and re-starts after a set time period.
Glassman Europe | www.glassmaneurope.co.uk

300 W MEDICAL AC-DC PoWER SuPPLy SERIES CoMPLIES
WITH 4th EDITIon EMC STAnDARDS
CuI’s Power Group announced the addition of a compact 300 W
series to its line of internal ac-dc medical power supplies.
http://www.cui.com/internal-ac-dc-medical-power-supplies The
VMS‑300A series, available in industry standard 3” × 5” open
frame and metal enclosed packages, delivers efficiencies up to
94% and high power densities up to 14.5 W/in3.
Meeting En 60601-1 edition 3.1 safety standards
and 4th edition EMC
requirements, these single
output, medical power
supplies are designed for
energy-conscious, 2 ×
MoPP (Means of Patient
Protection) hospital, home
healthcare, and dental
applications.
The open frame VMS‑300A and metal enclosed VMS‑300A‑CnF
series carry uL/cuL and TuV 60601-1 safety marks while meeting
En 55022 Class B and FCC Class B limits for radiated emissions.
The series features a wide universal input voltage range of 90 to
264 Vac with output voltage options of 12, 24, 36, and 48Vdc. All
models also offer 4000Vac input-to-output isolation and
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1500Vac output-to-ground isolation. Additional features include
power factor correction, remote voltage sense, a 5V standby, and
remote on/off control as well as over voltage, over current, over
temperature, and short circuit protections.
The open frame version of the VMS‑300A series measures 3.00 ×
5.00 × 1.38 in (76.2 × 127
× 35.1 mm) and provides
an operating temperature
range at full load from -40
up to +50°C with forced
air cooling, derating to
60% load at +70°C.
Dimensions for the metal
enclosed package measure slightly larger at 3.46 ×
5.35 × 1.59 in (88 × 136 ×
40.4 mm), while carrying
an operating temperature
range at full load from -40 up to +60°C with forced air cooling,
derating to 60% load at +80°C. The VMS‑300A and
VMS‑300A‑CnF series are available immediately with prices starting at $117.34 per unit at 25 pieces through distribution.
CUI Inc. | www.cui.com

POWER SUPPlIES

PoWERBoX REVEALS ITS HIGH RELIABILITy PoWER SoLuTIon FoR
SuBSEA APPLICATIonS
Powerbox has announced a new technology platform to power
industrial applications requiring high reliability and resilience in
extreme environments. Designed to power subsea equipment
such as gas and oil monitoring and control systems situated on the
seafloor, fed from an AC or DC high voltage line feeder the PRBX
VB410-380 power solution delivers 48V DC with very high reliability and resilience. The unit comprises a pre-stage converter and
a secondary stage with redundant power modules and for monitoring and control, a full set of communications and interfaces.
Industrial applications such as gas and oil situated on the seafloor, or
long distance transmission cables require very specific power solutions to supply a subset of electronic equipment operating 24/7 with
no downtime, and where maintenance is either very expensive or
simply not an option. These applications are usually powered from
the shore or from a technical platform generator via a high voltage
line, which depending on the power station could be AC or DC voltage within the range of 300 to 900VAC, or 400 to 1500VDC, ultimately requiring a 48V DC intermediate bus voltage to power electronic equipment. outputs need to be able to operate in parallel in
order to increase the power or to offer redundancy.
Equipment deployed in extreme environments such as the seafloor
must be designed for very high reliability and resilience and able to
operate within a temperature range of -25 to +80 degrees C without

derating, using conduction cooling only. Subsea electronic equipment is often contained within a very tight tubular container fixed to
the cable. Powerbox’s PRBX VB410-380 is designed to guarantee the
maximum level of isolation between the high-voltage input and the
low-voltage output, but with sufficient physical isolation between
the different components to allow for tight integration.
Designed to meet specific systems’ requirements, Powerbox’s PRBX
VB410-380 complies with all safety, EMI and other regulations relevant to the system.
Powerbox | www.prbx.com

XP PoWER LAunCHES LoW PRoFILE 225 WATT PoWER SuPPLy In
CoMPACT 3” × 5” u-CHAnnEL FoRMAT
XP Power has announced the uCP225
series of high power density, very low profile 225W AC/DC power supplies with
both industrial and medical safety
approvals in a small u-channel footprint.
The uCP225 series provides a high power
density, low profile, compact, rugged uchannel power solution with very high efficiency and very low no load input power
consumption to enable compliance with
the latest ‘green’ standards.
Seven single output voltage models are
available ranging from 12 to 48 DC, providing a wide variety of output voltage
options to meet specific applications. For
versatility, the main output is user
adjustable ±5%.
The supplies provide up to 225W of
force-cooled or 150W of convectioncooled power leading to very high power
densities of 12.2W/in3 or 8.1W/in3 respectively. operating temperature when convection cooled is from -40°C to +70°C with
full power available to +50 °C making the
product suitable for a wide range of applications. An additional 12VDC, 500 mA fan
supply is standard with all models to supwww.international.electronica-azi.ro

port force cooled applications and the
uCP225 is available with an optional
5V/2A standby output and remote on/off
control. The power supply contains two
fuses for both line and neutral and has low
leakage current as required by medical
applications.
The uCP225 series of power supplies feature a very high average efficiency of 92%
with a very flat efficiency curve and up to
95% efficiency for high line inputs. This
means less waste heat, allowing for their
smaller size and, importantly, their flat efficiency curve over the entire load range
uses less energy at all load levels. Further
aiding power consumption and environmental issues, when fitted with the relevant option the supplies feature a no load
power draw of less than 0.5W when the
main output is inhibited, so very little
power is consumed either when the supply is idling or the output is disabled.
With a footprint of just 79.2 × 127.0 ×
29.2mm the power supplies’ very low profile, compact, u-channel design saves
space in end user systems. A vented top
cover and a cover incorporating a top fan

are available as standard, giving designers
the option to provide their own cooling or
to purchase the power supplies with an
integrated fan.
XP Power | www.xppower.com
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INTERFLUX ELECTRONICS
INTRODUCES AN ENHANCED
LOW MELTING POINT ALLOY
Current lead-free soldering temperatures can
damage temperature sensitive components.
Moreover they can cause a shift in the properties
of some components which can impact the functionality of sensitive electronic devices.
An easy way to solve this problem is to use a soldering alloy with a lower melting point that allows
for lower soldering temperatures. Currently however these alloys have limitations in shock and
vibration resistance.
PREfACE
It is a well-known fact that current lead-free soldering temperatures can damage temperature sensitive components and even
PCB board materials. nearly every electronic unit has some critical
components on it. These can for example be: Capacitors, BGAs,
LGAs, fuses, displays, crystal oscillators, LEDs, displays, components with a plastic body, coils and transformers.
Damage by thermal stress after soldering can in most cases be determined by either visual, optical, X-ray, ICT or functional testing.
It is a less-known fact that current lead-free soldering temperatures can also cause a shift in the properties of some components
which can impact the functionality of sensitive electronic circuits
like e.g. measuring devices. These kind of failures are often harder
to determine.

u

electronic unit of a high accuracy hand held measuring device

An easy way to solve problems related to too high soldering temperatures is to use a soldering alloy that has a lower melting point.
Lower melting points allow for lower soldering temperatures.
Currently however these alloys have limitations in mechanical
strength. Shock and vibration resistance tend to be the weakest
points. This limits the field of use of these alloys.
The LMPA™-Q low melting point alloy has been specifically developed to overcome these limitations.
Interflux investigated the suitability of the LMPA™-Q alloy for a
handheld high accuracy measuring device. This device is currently
being soldered with an SnAg3Cu0,5 alloy and is sensitive to the
heat in the soldering processes. Furthermore the device needs to
be shock resistant in the field.
ASSEMBlY Of THE ElECTRONIC UNIT
The electronic unit consists of a double sided I-Ag finished PCB
board with SMD and through hole components. The temperature
sensitivity mainly lies in the different capacitors on the board that
are all somehow affected by heat. The boards are printed with the
DP 5600 LMPA™-Q solder paste with RoL0 classification. The units
are reflow soldered in a full convection oven without nitrogen and
with a profile with a peak temperature below 205°C. This reflow
profile will indulge the T°-sensitive components. The through hole
components are being soldered with LMPA™-Q solder wire.

u
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VIBRATION AND SHOCK RESISTANCE TESTING
Handheld devices need to have good shock resistance in the field.
In the past this particular property has proven to be the weak point
of traditional low melting point alloys. Hence, the suitability of
LMPA™-Q alloy for this device will be tested accordingly.

Reflow profile for LMPA-Q
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The electronic unit is submitted to vibration and shock resistance
testing according to the test standards described in BS En 60945
and BS En 60068. For objectivity purposes, the test are performed
by a third party specialized testing lab.

u

The same handheld high accuracy measuring device was chosen for
this test. Electronic units soldered with SnAg3Cu0,5 and LMPA™-Q
were provided to the test lab.
As vibration in the X-axis is expected to be more critical, it was chosen as the only axis for this comparative test.
SAC 305 vs lMPATM - Q 30 min X-axis vibration endurance
Test sequence Frequency Acceleration LMPATM-Q SAC 305
Pass
Pass
1
30Hz
18G
2
30Hz
20G
Pass
Pass
3
30Hz
21G
Pass
Pass
4
30Hz
22G
Pass
Pass
5
50Hz
25G
Pass
fail

Vibration & shock testing

The Half Sine shock test will perform shocks in both directions of
all three axes. Shocks will last 11ms with a peak acceleration of 30G
or defined by practical limitations of the test setup. In this case, the
shock in the X-axis was limited to 10G due to breaking off of the
measuring sensor with higher peak accelerations. Shocks in y and
Z-Axis were at 30G.
As a reference, 10G is equal to 4 times the shock a mobile phone
experiences when dropping from 1 m on a concrete floor.
The vibration test
will start with a resonance
frequency
search on the electronic device in all 3
axes. The resonance
frequency for a
device is this frequency on which it
experiences the highest forces. It is different for each single
device and also for
u Vibration & shock testing
each axis.
A 2H vibration endurance test with a peak acceleration of 3G will
be performed on the found resonance frequency. If no resonance
frequency is found, a standardized endurance frequency of 30Hz
will be used with a peak acceleration of 3G.
In this case, only for the X-axis a resonance frequency of 82,92HZ
was found.
RESUlTS AND EXTENDED TESTING
After shock and vibration resistance testing, the units soldered
with the LMPA™-Q alloy were subject to visual inspection. none of
the units showed signs of failures or misalignments.
From these results can be concluded that the LMPA™-Q alloy has
sufficient mechanical strength for handheld devices.
However, to get a better idea how the LMPA-Q holds up against
the SnAg3Cu0,5 alloy, comparative vibration endurance tests
were started up.
Comparative shock testing is more difficult due to the previously
mentioned limitations of the test setup. Shock and vibration resistance tend to go hand in hand as vibration actually is a fast
sequence of shocks.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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SAC fails first in comparative vibration testing

A standard test frequency of 30Hz in combination with a peak acceleration of 18G was used as an initial setting for a 30min vibration
endurance. After visual inspection, the acceleration or frequency
was stepwise increased, until a first failure was noticed.
The first failure manifested itself on an electronic unit soldered
with the SnAg3Cu0,5 alloy at a frequency of 50Hz and a peak
acceleration of 25G.
RESUlTS AND CONClUSION
As the LMPA™-Q alloy passes the required shock and vibration
tests and the SnAg3Cu0,5 alloy fails first in comparative vibration
testing , the LMPA™-Q alloy is suitable for the production of handheld high accuracy measuring devices.

u

SAC solder joint failure

The LMPA™-Q alloy allows for
lower soldering temperatures in
the soldering processes and
temperature sensitive components are less affected by heat. This
results in a more reliable production process and higher quality of
the electronic device.
www.lmpa-q.com
For more information, please contact:
Eng. Ciprian Varga, Technical Director, Comet Electronics
Str. Sfânta Treime no. 47, Bucureşti, Sector 2
Tel.: 021 243 2090 | Fax: 021 243 4090
oﬃce@comet.srl.ro
www.comet.srl.ro
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